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CENTREFOLD:
Reconstruction of Waterloo Farm by Maggie Newman including Tutusius mlambo, (at right) eyeing
Gondwanascorpio emzantsiensis, Umzantsia amazana, (at left) diving after the antiarch placoderm
Bothriolepis africana, Serenichthys kowiensis (bottom right) amongst a clump of Octochara crassa
charophytes. Silhouettes of the arthrodire placoderm Groenlandaspis riniensis are visible in the
water column whilst Archaeopteris notosaria trees are visible in the background. (pp.32-33)
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from the editor’s desk
SOCIETY NEWS

to release. Life, if it existed back then would have been
much easier.
Although hard to imagine life without sunlight and water
is a possibility, and the hypothesis of life before earth
has been seriously entertained by some. As life goes
on, strings of DNA grow longer. One possible timescale
is that after every circuit of the solar system around
the centre of our Milky Way Galaxy strings of DNA
appear to double in length. Extrapolating backward to
the time when DNA was one or two bits long takes one
back to six or seven billion years ago, long before the
sun and earth had formed - life could well have been
around in the days of the Hypatia stone.
Somehow life survived the transition to an earth where
phosphorous is hard to come by, until the brief flicker
Phosphate mines can be seen from outer space. Along

of the Green Revolution saw we ingenious creatures

with copper mines these large holes in the ground are

making phosphorous available in the artificial fertiliser

very visible examples of the unsustainable demands

to feed the plants which we in turn feed on. Now we

our ever expanding population is making of the planet

have to face the fact that the days of freely available

we live on. Predictions are that sometime after 2030

phosphorous are numbered and phosphorous may

the supply of phosphorous will become as serious a

once again become a scarce resource.

problem as the supply of oil, another commodity with
large, but finite, reserves.

Another resource that we once assumed to be freely
available but is becoming ever scarcer is a fully

Phosphorous, along with nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen,

functional postal system. This necessary component of

oxygen and sulphur is one of the elements essential for

the system which distributes Geobulletin to the member

DNA, the information system which sustains life. Almost

of the Geological Society of South Africa is becoming

as a footnote to his plenary lecture at Geocongress, the

so unreliable that serious consideration is being given to

forever young Jan Kramers mentioned that on the earth

the prospect of ending the days when a real magazine

as we know it phosphorous is not easily available,

could be sent to members. Instead a virtual magazine

being tied up in phosphates, but this was not always

is under consideration. The advantage of this is that

the case. Jan’s lecture dealt with the fascinating world

you will be able to read Geobulletin on your cell

revealed in a little chunk of rock from the African desert.

phone. For those technological dinosaurs among us, a

Initially thought to be comet, because nothing else could

smaller number of paper magazines will be available,

account for its bizarre chemistry, the Hypatia stone is

of course at a price yet to be determined. Perhaps we

now recognised as a fragment from the presolar world.

will once again test the ability of our postal system to

In this world before the sun and the earth had formed,

deliver Geobulletin to all our members and this issue

phosphorous was present in phosphides rather than

will reach you on paper. Perhaps not.

phosphates. Because phosphide bonds are weaker
than phosphate bonds, phosphorous would be easier
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Chris Hatton

executive managers
There are several criteria for staging a successful event
of this nature, including cost effectiveness, quality
and capacity of the venue, facilitation of networking
opportunities, financial support for students, and most
importantly a dedicated and effective organizing
committee. The registration cost to this event was
kept very low to attract the academic community and
students. A key element is a low cost but high quality
venue that can cater for large numbers of delegates,
allows parallel sessions, and has enough space
for exhibition stands and networking functions. The

Craig Smith

venue has to be easy to access and have a range of
accommodation types close by. Even with a low cost
venue, significant sponsorship is required to keep
I am pleased to report that Geocongress 2018 staged

registration fees low, and there needs to be sponsor

in July at the University of Johannesburg was a very

commitment before the fees are set. Sponsorship is also

successful meeting which exceeded expectations in

critical for providing student support. The Organizing

almost all respects. Over 350 delegates from all parts

Committee needs to comprise dedicated individuals

of South Africa attended, and we had a very good

willing to focus on staging a quality event.

student turn-out. About 150 oral presentations and 80
posters were given. The program and abstracts can

An associated offering at Gocongress was the

be accessed on the GSSA website, www.gssa.org.za.

exhibition “Messengers from the Mantle”, a display

I was impressed by the amount and quality of research

of rocks and minerals transported from the mantle

being carried out in the academic community, and the

to the earth’s surface by kimberlite.

high standard of post graduate student oral and poster

based collection is a taste of what is archived in

presentations was particularly notable.

the “Mantle Room”, a scientific archive of mantle

The UCT

rocks representing the career long research efforts
The Organizing Committee headed by Bertus Smith

of Prof John Gurney, colleagues and students. The

did an excellent job, and we are now engaged in

exhibition is of very high quality and is of interest

the process of producing a post-conference review.

to both professional earth scientists and the general

Preliminary conclusions are, however, apparent. Most

public.

importantly, the response to this meeting as well as

Prof Phil Janney at UCT should be approached with

discussion with delegates indicates that there is a

project proposals. Geocongress 2018 is the third time

need to stage Geocongress every two years, with a

the exhibition has been on display at conferences; the

focus being on current research efforts across the earth

inaugural event was the 35th International Congress

sciences. The next Geocongress is therefore tentatively

in Cape Town (2016) followed by the International

scheduled for mid-2020, and we will start organizing

Kimberlite Conference in Botswana (2017). There are

by mid-2019. Exact dates and venues have not been

plans to have the exhibition on permanent display

decided, and we will be working on this over the

when it is not travelling; watch this space for further

next several months. Expressions of interest in staging

developments.

This collection is available for research;

Geocongress 2020 are invited!
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South Africa has other geological superlatives – such as

On matters more mundane, we are aware that

the Wits Basin and the Bushveld Complex to name two.

delivery of Geobulletin to the membership has

I cannot help but wonder if similar exhibitions could

become problematic because of severe SA Post Office

not be constructed to educate the public as well as to

inefficiencies. The magazine is posted on the GSSA

link to the extensive drill core archives managed by the

website with a link posted in the monthly newsletter, but

mining companies. The research potential in the core

we are aware that many readers want to have physical

archives is enormous, might lead to more discoveries,

copies. However, unless we use very expensive courier

and will not be recoverable if lost.

services, delivery cannot be guaranteed any longer.
The GSSA is assessing various delivery models,

Congratulations to Tony Ferrar and colleagues in

including digital e-books combined with a ‘print and

Barberton for their efforts in preserving and publicizing

post on demand’ option. Further developments will be

another of South Africa’s geological superlatives. The

communicated.

Barberton Makhonjwa Mountains has been declared a
UNESCO world heritage site; see https://whc.unesco.

Craig Smith

org/en/list/1575. Cultural and natural World Heritage
sites in South Africa now number ten.

president’s column
On behalf of the Council, Manco and membership

Ed
Swindell

of the GSSA I would like to thank everyone directly
involved but in particular the Chairman on the LOC
Bertus Smith. Without his courage and determination
this event could not possibly have happened. Of
course he could not have done this without help and in
particular I would like to recognise the rest of the LOC
and the Meetings Committee of the GSSA.
• Craig Smith, (our executive Manager)
• Sifiso Siwela, (Chair of the Meetings Committee)
• Marlina Elburg,
• Jeremie Lehmann,
• Trishya Owen-Smith,
• Ben Hayes,
• and Mike Wuth.
Well, Geocongress has come and gone and we can very
cheerfully pronounce it a success. It was characterised
by excellent and enthusiastic organisation, excellence
in scientific content and wonderful attendance.
Feedback has been overwhelmingly positive and when
asked whether it should be held again as per the GSSA
tradition in 2 years’ time the response was “Yes”.
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I would also like to recognise:
• the presenters of plenaries (Lew Ashwal,
Robyn Pickering, Jan Kramers, Roger Parsons),
• all workshop facilitators, session convenors and
excursion leaders.

In addition the GSSA office team have been very

As regards the next Geocongress Craig and Manco

involved and without them little can ever happen.

have already started discussion as to how and when

I would like to thank, Craig Smith, Lully Govender,

this might happen. Feedback has pointed to the younger

Sally Nienaber and Marliese Olivier whose untiring

members of the Society placing particular value on

efforts always ensure success. I would also like to

the experience in that they had the opportunity to be

acknowledge the University and all staff involved in

exposed to much content outside of their own special

the security, health and cleaning of the conference.

interest areas.
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A special mention has to be made of the troops in
the trenches who did all the grunt work, namely the

The general news from the workplace and industry is

conference organizers; Charne Millett-Clay and her

as gloomy as ever. Issues of confused mineral policy,

staff at Scatterlings Conference and Events. Without

declining mines, workforce layoffs and a dearth of

their help nothing could happen in reality.

exploration in South Africa continue to assail us on
a daily basis. The GSSA continues to respond to

But I also have a special word of thanks for our sponsors.

opportunities to express a viewpoint and play an

One of the primary goals of this congress was to present

advocacy role. A submission was made to the DMR in

it at the very lowest cost to attendees and as anyone

respect of the latest draft of the Mining Charter and we

here who has tried to run these things before knows

continue to monitor the public space. We have tried to

this is no easy thing to do. It plain and simply would be

focus on issues that would impact our member’s ability

impossible to put on such an event without sponsorship.

to do innovative work and have warned against the

These are hard times; mines are closing left, right and

negative impacts on the exploration sector of some

centre and the industry upon which we traditionally

particular proposals. We await a response from the

relied for sponsorship is evaporating. But somehow

DMR and who knows our voice may be heard.

our Sponsorship Champion Mike Wuth, Craig Smith
and Scatterlings managed to find a number of brave

Ed Swindell

souls who put their hands deep into their pockets and
delivered us the ability to put on the Congress.
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registraion
Professional Registration at SACNASP
The South African Council for the Natural Scientific
Professions is a registration and regulation authority
for natural science professions in South Africa as
sanctioned by the Natural Scientific Professions Act
(Act no. 27 of 2003). SACNASP strives to establish,

make any difference to humanity. The quicker and more

direct, sustain and ensure a high level of professionalism

effectively scientific information is communicated to the

and ethical conduct, that is internationally acceptable

general population, the quicker the benefits to society

and in the broad interest of the community as a whole

are felt. Hence, both written and verbal communication

and the natural sciences. The core business of the

skills are required in this case. An understanding of the

Council is the registration of natural scientists. It also

audience receiving the information is also important to

promotes the practice of natural science professions

ensure effective communication of scientific solutions.

in South Africa, exercises control over the standard of
professional conduct of professional natural scientists,

The registered scientist should also develop leadership

monitors the standard of education and training

and business skills. Registered professional scientists

of natural scientists and recognizes education and

find themselves moving into decision making positions

training which is a prerequisite for registration in terms

and there is a demand for an understanding of business

of the Act. SACNASP is supported by 50 Voluntary

principles and strategic thinking. Registered scientists

Associations (VA’s) and has a network of over 12,500

are also looked upon as leaders not only in the work

registered scientists from the 25 fields of practice. Most

environment but also in the community they reside

of the professional expertise that supports the Council’s

in. This places them in a unique position to not only

operations resides within these VA’s.

guide and educate students aspiring to be scientists
themselves but also guide the community in general.

What is a professional scientist?
One of the pillars of professional registration is ethical
In terms of SACNASP, a registered professional scientist

behaviour and registered scientists are expected to be

is person that has been evaluated by his or her peers to

the custodians of the ethics in their respective fields of

have the appropriate training, at the right level, coupled

practice and science in general. Furthermore, a clear

with adequate and relevant work experience to be

understanding of field specific and scientific related

able to take scientific decisions of quality and safety in

legislation is an important tool registered scientists’

the relevant field of practice. The scientists should have

need in their tool boxes in their various scientific

demonstrated scientific knowledge and understanding,

communities and work environments. This not only

and skills acquired through education, training and

ensures ethical compliance but also guides individuals

experience. Over and above the scientific component

and companies on what legislation is applicable to a

of their training and experience, it is desirable that

particular situation.

registered professional scientists should have additional



skills to assist them in their careers as leaders in the

In general, one of the factors that result in some

scientific field. These include communication skills.

scientists gaining professional recognition quicker is

Communication of scientific information is crucial to

paying high attention to detail resulting in considered

geobulletin
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decision making. There is always a blind side to any

a complaint with SACNASP. SACNASP will then

argument or technical decision and one of the strong

investigate the complaint on its own merits and take

characteristics of scientists is that they have the relevant

appropriate action through the Professional Conduct

training to allow them to investigate very effectively,

Committee that comprises of registered scientists,

research and evaluate information necessary to make

supported by attorneys. In addition, if a registered

a decision, and this always gives them the advantage

scientist is unfairly treated, the scientist may seek

in any discussion.

assistance from SACNASP which assists in regulating

SOCIETY NEWS
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the profession. In some cases, SACNASP may also
Why is it important to be professionally registered?

appoint a disciplinary tribunal for further investigations
and judgement in specific improper conduct cases. The

Professional registration is a mark of excellence.

Council therefore provides protection to the public and

Internationally, professional registration is regarded as

the professions itself.

the benchmark for decision making and sign off. This is
not only applicable to science but also to engineering,

SACNASP acting as an enabler

commence, medicine, etc. Registered scientists are
considered as leaders in their fields of practice.

Technology and knowledge moves with time. If one

Professional recognition also provides communities

has to look at a scientist in mid-career; they most likely

and the general public with confidence and assurance

completed their formal degree training twenty years

that the registered scientist is knowledgeable in the

ago. The information available in their specific fields

specific field of practice. For organisations, employing

of practice has moved significantly in that period and

registered professional scientists, in the correct field of

to complicate matters they most likely have another

practice, can protect them from reputational damage.

twenty years to go in their careers before retirement.

Registration also ensures access to a network of

One of the key mechanisms used by professionals the

qualified professionals in specific areas of expertise.

world over to ensure that their technical knowledge is
still relevant years after they graduate, is continuing

Registered scientists are bound by a code of conduct

professional

which is an additional reason companies prefer to

activities, gives employers and clients the confidence

development

(CPD).

Proof

of

CPD

utilize them for scientific projects. His Excellency Mr

that the scientist has kept up to date with developments

Cyril Ramaphosa, President of the Republic of South

in his or her respective field. If the CPD programme is a

Africa at the State of the Nation Address 2018, urged

structured programme, endorsed by other professionals

professional bodies and regulatory authorities to take

in the field, it carries much more weight. In this regard,

appropriate action against members who are found

SACNASP feels that a registered scientist should not

to have acted improperly and unethically. SACNASP

only have a lifetime relationship with a voluntary

is responsible for compiling a code of conduct which

association (VA) relevant to their field of practice but

governs the practice of natural science professionals.

also the local academic institutions. In terms of the

Registered scientists need to adhere to this code of

VA, the relationship allows the scientist to contribute

conduct that ensures that the registered scientists

to matters of importance to the field and further

conduct themselves in such a way that upholds

participate in field specific events arranged by the VA.

the dignity, integrity and reputation of the natural

This could include conferences and specific training

scientific profession. It is partially through adherence

courses. With regard to the academic institutions,

to the code of conduct that professionals are measured

they are regarded as the bastions of knowledge and

by. Furthermore, employers are assured of the

will of offer courses and programmes relevant to the

professionalism of their staff and affords the employer

field that the scientist can attend. Of course, not all

the confidence that the scientists will act ethically in

these CPD interventions need to be paid interventions

conducting their work.

and something as basic as reading a book or paper
relevant to the field of practice is just as important. So

In the event of improper conduct by a registered

too is sharing of knowledge via training programmes

scientist, employers or the public have a right to lodge

or mentoring up and coming scientists.

geobulletin
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SACNASP has implemented two programmes for

CPD programme to assist registered scientists who are

career development. The CPD programme was

following this CPD route.

SOCIETY NEWS

implemented to allow registered scientists to record
their annual field specific activities. As indicated,

The Candidate Mentoring Programme (CMP) is a

technology is evolving and changing at a rapid pace

programme where potential professional or certificated

and it is the important for scientists to keep abreast of

scientists are coupled with a mentor who will guide

developments and knowledge in their areas of expertise

them

in order to maintain their competence. In addition,

programme aims to address some of the gaps that

they should strive to contribute to the advancement

employers find when employing new graduates and

of the body of knowledge with which they practice,

make the SACNASP registered scientist more relevant

and to the profession in general. Involvement in a CPD

to the market place. It is also the area whereby retired

programme ensures that registered scientists regularly

registered scientists can contribute by either acting as

update and expand their skills and competencies. It

mentors or offering training in specific areas.

from

Candidate

upwards.

This

structured

includes work related activities, conferences, self-study
and other career development activities. These activities

In conclusion, although professional registration is

will be regularly audited by SACNASP to ensure that

validation and confirmation that one is knowledgeable

the registered scientists in their fields of practice are

and highly competent in their respective field of

still actively involved in the field and can maintain their

practice;

registration status as natural scientists. SACNASP will

continuing professional development and compliance

endeavour to work closely with the VAs to ensure that

is the responsibility of every scientist out there.

upholding

professionalism,

ensuring

the CPD programme is field specific and beneficial
to all registered scientists. In this regard SACNASP

Contributed by Matshidiso Bailekae Matabane and

has signed an MOU with the GSSA recognising their

Pradish Rampersadh (SACNASP)

MRREC
Visit by the Mineral Resources and Reserves Evaluation
Centre of the Chinese Ministry of Natural Resources
(“MRREC”).
During October/November 2018, the SAMCODES

This is the first time that South Africa has been chosen

Standards Committee (“SSC”) will be hosting a

for a visit of this nature.

delegation of senior Chinese officials from the MRREC,
who have requested this visit to conform to CRIRSCO’s

Planning for this visit is far advanced, and we plan

requirement to conduct an overseas training program

to showcase a cross-section of our industry, from the

on the application and management of the Code,

application of the Codes themselves, to our companies,

prior to joining the CRIRSCO reporting countries.

our organisational entities, our parastatals, our

Since South Africa is a founder member of CRIRSCO,

software companies, our capital markets and our

China hopes to learn from our advanced experience

consultancies.

and practice in applying the Codes, and also hopes



to build a communication foundation between South

About CRIRSCO: CRIRSCO (Committee for Mineral

Africa and China in the field of Mineral Resources and

Reserves

Mineral Reserves.

developing into a strong International force in

geobulletin
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International

Reporting

Standards)

is
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Reserve and Resource reporting, with 13 current

public to provide expert opinion and service, in the

National members. Traditionally SAMREC, one of

public interest.

Executive Committee. This continues with Ken Lomberg

The SSC is a committee, comprising a number of

being the incumbent Deputy Chairperson and future

interested and affected parties, operating under the

Chairperson.

auspices of the Geological Society of South Africa and

SOCIETY NEWS

the founding members, has been represented on the

the Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy.
About the SSC: The purpose of the SSC is to develop,

The Chair revolves between these two Patrons, with

maintain, administer, ensure compliance with and

the current Chair being Matt Mullins (SAIMM) and the

promote the South African Mineral Codes, collectively

immediate Past Chair being Tania Marshall (GSSA).

known as the SAMCODES. The SSC’s purpose is to
ensure that all reports prepared in accordance with

Contributed by Matt Mullins (SSC)

the SAMCODES comply with the requirements of the
SAMCODES. The SSC aims to ensure the highest ideals
of ethics in the professional fields of practice associated
with the purpose of the SAMCODE relied upon by the

3rd CIRCULAR	


Our speakers at this event include: M. Cave (BGS-UK), B. Buck, D. Kiel, J. Pfau
(USA), K. Dowling (Australia), O. Selinus (Sweden), Ch. Magnus, S. Olivera,
M. Levin and H. Mouri (South Africa) 	

Registration form and provisional information on the program can be found
on the following website:	


https://www.uj.ac.za/faculties/science/geology/Pages/Medical-Geology-Research-Group.aspx 	
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Auckland Park Campus	

Republic of South Africa	


Discussion and an opportunity to learn more about
new developments in the ﬁeld of Medical Geology,
understand and seek possible solutions for some serious
health issues, which can be caused by the geological
process/materials on the African continent especially. 	


5-7/11/2018	


The important aim is to provide a platform for 	


University of Johannesburg	


ISMGAf2 is designed to share the most recent
information and ﬁndings on the relationship between
the impacts of geological processes, toxic metals,
trace elements, natural dust and minerals, on
environmental quality and public health. 	


UNIVERSITY NEWS

all the news fit to print
UFS News
UFS Department of Geology Centenary Celebrations

Delegates at the
UFS Centenary
Conference.

The Centenary Conference of the UFS Department of

in Namaqualand was presented by Hendrik Minnaar,

Geology took place on 12 and 13 April 2018. The

which went to show the significant contributions made

conference was attended by 64 delegates including

by staff and students to our understanding of this mobile

present and past staff members, students and alumni.

belt over several decades.

The proceedings included welcoming addresses by the
current HOD, Freddie Roelofse, and by the Dean of

The guests of honour at the conference were Profs

the Faculty of Natural and Agricultural Sciences, Prof

Willem van Biljon, the Head of Department from 1

Danie Vermeulen. This was followed by 20 talks on a

February 1963 to 30 June 1967, Johan Visser, the Head

variety of topics, some scientific and some reflecting

of Department from 1 July 1990 to 30 June 1998 and

back on the history of the department, stretched over

Willem van der Westhuizen, the Head of Department

the 2 days on which the conference took place. A

from 1 July 1998 to 30 June 2013.

review of the research conducted by the department
Heads of Department,
past and present.
From left to right are
Profs Freddie Roelofse,
Johan Visser,
Willem van Biljon
and Willem
van der Westhuizen.
Collectively they served
the Department as HODs
for a little over 31 years.

10
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On the evening of the 12th of April, a Roaring
Twenties themed Centenary Dinner was hosted by the
Department in the Centenary Hall on the UFS Main

UNIVERSITY NEWS

Campus.
Guests were treated to good food and drink, and music
from the twenties, as well as more contemporary vocals
provided live by the DJ. The programme for the evening
fell under the expert directorship of Marian Tredoux,
who was the MC for the evening. Guests could also
view some of the achievements of the department since
its inception on a silent slideshow that was played in the
background. These achievements include 49 doctoral
graduates (since 1951), two honorary doctorates,
a recipient of the Haughton Award, 7 recipients of
the Corstorphine Medal / John Handley Award, 5
recipients of the Jubilee Medal, the discovery of a new
mineral (hotsonite) and the naming of a new mineral
(tredouxite) after a staff member (Marian Tredoux), to
name but a few.
The conference received overwhelming financial

Academic and support staff of the Department at the
Centenary Dinner. The longest serving staff members that can
be seen in the photo are Prof Willem van der Westhuizen
(standing, 8th from the left) and Mr Jonas Choane (standing
7 t h from the left), who joined the department in 1974 and
1975, respectively.

Kumba Iron Ore, Master Drilling, Rosond, Earthlab,
GeoExplore Store, Signrite, the UFS Faculty of Natural
and Agricultural Sciences and Landzicht Wines. This
support was instrumental in allowing us to cover the
costs of attendance for the guests of honour and our
postgraduate students.
Freddie Roelofse

and logistic support from sponsors that included

News from Stellenbosch
We have had a quiet time recently, with everyone either

Prize, presented by the GSSA for the best Honours

off doing fieldwork in various parts of the world (see

thesis submitted in 2017. His research focussed

later) or with their noses hard against the grindstone,

on secondary gold growth in a Tanzanian placer

getting lab research done and publishing. There are

deposit. Also, Tarryn Cawood (née Rudnick) received

some significant things to report, however.

the Corstorphine Medal from the GSSA, for the best
Stephan Dunn has been
awarded the Haughton
Prize.

In the recent round of NRF ratings and evaluations, Prof.
Gary Stevens (SARChI Chair in Experimental Petrology)
maintained his B2 rating from the previous cycle, and
our current Head, Prof. Alex Kisters, rose a notch to a B2.
This is excellent news and, overall, a continuation of the
upward trend for the department. We now have one B1
(Prof. John Clemens), three B2s (Profs Gary Stevens, Ian
Buick and Alex Kisters), one B3 (Prof. A. Roychoudhury
– Roy) and a C1 (Dr Susanne Fietz). While an NRF rating
no longer carries much of a funding incentive, it is not
only a reflection of the department’s research standing,
but also remains important for the rated individuals.
There has also been some notable student success.
Stephan Dunn has been awarded the Haughton
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Master’s thesis submitted at any geology department

Lindo Makhathini

in South Africa during 2017. Her work contributed
valuable insights into the geology and genesis of the
Swartberg base-metal deposit in the Northern Cape.

UNIVERSITY NEWS

Finally, Lindo Makhathini has been selected as one of
Media24’s top 100 Mandelas of the Future, for her
role in and aspirations toward encouraging women’s
empowerment in the economic geology and mining
sectors. Lindo is a current honours student and also
serves as the Chairperson of the Western Cape SEGSGA student chapter.
One of our staff, Dr Martin Klausen is currently doing
a month’s field work in Angola. Dr Klausen’s research
involves the identification of dyke swarms and study of
their petrogenesis, as aids in unravelling the tectonic
and magmatic histories of various regions around the
world. After revisiting a metamorphosed Archaean
mafic-ultramafic section along the Kasai River, he is
now sampling presumed Cretaceous Serra da Neve
alkaline ring and dyke complex to the south of Luanda.
This work is being carried out in collaboration with
students and staff from the University of Agostinho
Neto (in Luanda). The photograph on the left shows
two Angolan honours students busy sampling rocks
from an outcrop on the Kasai River.
J Clemens

ARTICLES

IMSG annual meeting
research, both industry-facilitated and “blue skies”,

IMSG Annual Meeting 2018

and the rest of us in between, as well as postgraduate
From the 14 -17 of January 2018, the geological

research student talks. This year’s meeting featured

illuminati congregated in Cape Town at the University

more than thirty talks over two days, including

of the Western Cape, for the 10 annual meeting of

around 25% student talks, uniformly of high quality,

the Igneous and Metamorphic Studies Group (IMSG).

complemented by evening poster sessions that were

Celebrating a decade since our first meeting in

enthusiastically attended, with facilitating beverages

Pretoria in 2008, the meeting has grown from 30-40

and a relaxed setting.

th

th

th

participants from a handful of geology departments

12

to 80-100 participants representing essentially every

The meeting commenced with registration and the

geology department conducting research in the

traditional ice-breaker on Sunday night at the well-

country, with some international visitors. Talks and

appointed Life Sciences Auditorium, where the university

posters featured a strong mixture of academic-based

was preparing for a busy academic registration
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session in the following week. The Monday session

Branch of the GSSA, with thanks to Jodie Miller for

was prefaced by welcomes from Prof. Dirk Frei, the

making these prizes available) were awarded for

Head of Department of the UWC Geology on behalf

the best student talks and posters, with the best PhD

of the Conference Organising Committee, the Dean

talk being awarded to Mr Simon Schorn (UCT) for

of Science at UWC, Prof. Mike Davies-Coleman, as

his presentation entitled “Thermal buffering in the

well as an IMSG Presidential word from Prof. John

orogenic crust”, and the best MSc/Honours talk prize

Clemens (U. Stellenbosch). The academic proceedings

going to Ms Lorena Tafur (UCT) for her presentation,

began with sessions on metamorphic processes, mafic
Cassiterite showing in an
oxidized vein, exposed in
old mine workings, and
guarded by a serpent.
The sites were worked in
the first decades of the
Twentieth Century.

and ultramafic magmatism, and felsic magmatism,
followed on Tuesday with a general session, the
obligatory Bushveld session, and closing with a
geochronology session. Research findings focussed
mainly on South African geology, but presentations
also featured findings from (alphabetically) Armenia,
Australia, Canada, France, Greece, Nepal, Sweden,
and probably others. We heard about constraints on
crustal melting in orogenically thickened crust (dry and
wet), mass balance constraints on the subcontinental
mantle lithosphere as the renewable source for
large mafic igneous provinces over geologic time,
mobilizing melts in the mantle and crust and fluids in
breccias, identification of kimberlitic melt inclusions,
palaeomagnetism in volcanic rocks, plenty of isotopes
(Ar, U-Pb, Sm-Nd, Lu-Hf, O), and even two talks on
shocked zircons, from different impact sites, among
many other things.
At the end of the sessions on Tuesday, prizes (R1000
each, generously sponsored by the Western Cape

Refreshments were
provided on the
hillside on our way
up the slopes of the
Jordan Estates. Prof.
Frei, in his finest
Alpenstriding attire,
expounded on the
geological and sociocultural highlights of
the view to the south
and west, including
“Stellenbosch, down in
the ditch”.
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entitled “Mineral equilibria constraints on the feasibility

The zone lies within the Neoproterozoic–Cambrian

of fluid-fluxed melting in the continental crust”. The

Pan-African Saldania orogenic belt, consisting of

prize for best poster was awarded to Mr Litshedzani

Malmesbury Group clastic sediments intruded by

Mutele (CGS) for his poster on “Field and petrographic

Cape Granite Suite granites. The access to geological

characteristics of the Lebowa Granite Suite, western

sites of interest was limited, in one case by a cobra

Bushveld Complex, South Africa: insights into their

occupying the stope entrance (temporarily) and, in

crystallisation and magmatic alteration”.

other cases, by reclamation of the land surface. This
was compensated for by the beautiful weather, the

On Wednesday, the majority of the participants

spectacular views, and the hospitality of the hosts, in

attended the field outing to the Jordan Wine Estates

the form of food and drink after the longish, hottish

in the Bottelaryberg hills, featuring lode- and

(>30°C) walk, led by Prof. Frei.

alluvial-hosted tin oxide (cassiterite) workings of the
Yzerfontein-Helderberg

mineralized

contains Sn, Au, W and Cu ores.

zone,

which

For the immediate future, it has been proposed
that IMSG meetings will alternate with the newly
resuscitated GSSA Geocongress, which commenced

Temporary occupant of
the cassiterite-showing
stope entrance, who
kindly vacated the area
to allow for geological
viewing.

in July 2018. The IMSG in 2019 is to be managed by
our colleagues from Wits University (see below), the
2021 IMSG to be hosted at UKZN (care of Saumitra
Misra), and in 2023 at the University of Stellenbosch.
In the alternating years (2020, 2022, etc.; you can
work out the pattern), the IMSG will concede the
national domestic geological conference opportunity
to the GSSA GeoCongress.
Thanks to the UWC Geology Organising Committee,
comprising Dirk Frei, Jürgen Reinhardt, and Russell
Bailie. The Organising Committee would themselves
like to acknowledge funding from the GSSA (thanks to
Craig Smith) and the DST/NRF “Center of Excellence

View of parts of the
Jordan Estates, much of
which we appeared to
traverse, as I recall.

14
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for Mineral and Energy Resource Analysis -CIMERA”

well as university registrations being conducted in the

(thanks to Nic Beukes), which allowed us to continue

same building at the same time.

to offer a “registration free” annual meeting, with
Compiled and contributed by Steve Prevec,
with assistance from John Clemens, Dirk Frei, and
Note that the meeting went off without a hitch in spite

Grant Bybee.

of severe water restrictions in the Cape Town area, as
Participants of the 2018
IMSG, at the UWC
campus.

2019 IMSG
The School of Geosciences at Wits University is pleased

We will be confirming a venue and conference schedule

to announce that the 2019 Igneous and Metamorphic

shortly, but the regular IMSG format of a Sunday ice-

Studies Group meeting will take place between 13-

breaker, Monday-Tuesday presentation/poster sessions

16 January 2019. We plan to host this conference in

and a half-day field trip on Wednesday is likely. The

and around Parys, close to the center of the Vredefort

meeting itself is free, as has been the tradition for the

Impact Structure. Only about an hour’s drive from

IMSG, but an accommodation and catering charge

Johannesburg, Parys offers an excellent opportunity

will be necessary as our initial plans are to host all

for a new conference location and a range of possible

participants at one venue in or near to Parys. As

field sites focused on magmatic and metamorphic

always, we aim to keep these costs to an absolute

rocks of the impact structure and the central Kaapvaal

minimum. We look forward to another exciting edition

Craton.

of the IMSG in 2019.
Grant Bybee, Katie Smart, Rais Latypov and
Roger Gibson - IMSG 2019 organizers
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complimentary food and drinks for all.

THE DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN

ARTICLES

will be hosting a course on
UNDERSTANDING XRF SPECTROMETRY
14 - 25 January 2019
Introduction
The Department of Geological Sciences will host a summer course for industry, research,
and academia on the theory and practice of XRF Spectrometry from 14 to 25 January 2019.
Initiated by Emeritus Prof James Willis, and now organized by UCT in association with
Malvern Panalytical B.V., this course presents the principles and practice of XRF analysis.
The emphasis will be on the application of the technique to geological materials, but
applications in the cement, metals, and other industries and in environmental analysis will
also be discussed.
Lectures will be given mostly by Dr B.A.R. Vrebos on both wavelength and energy
dispersive XRF spectrometry. There will be practical exercises that will include an
introduction to modern wavelength and energy dispersive XRF spectrometers, and a
practical introduction to the various procedures necessary for successful major and trace
element calibrations and data reduction for both techniques. Participants will carry out
tutorial calculations on test data sets to familiarize themselves with the procedures
involved. They will receive a comprehensive set of course materials, including
“Understanding XRF Spectrometry” (a two-volume hardcover book by James Willis and
Andrew Duncan published in 2008 by PANalytical B.V.) together with lecture handouts,
notes, and other useful documentation. As always, the contents of the course and its
presentation will be vendor neutral. It is NOT a course on the instrumentation or
software of any vendor.
Participants completing the course should be in a strong position to successfully carry out
XRFS analysis on any vendor’s machine. A certificate of attendance will be issued.
Course Structure
The course is divided into two distinct parts:
The first week comprises an introduction to the fundamentals of XRFS, qualitative
analysis, selection and setting of instrumental parameters, matrix effects and how to deal
with them, counting statistics, sampling procedures, sample preparation, and an
introduction to quantitative XRFS analysis;
The second week covers in detail quantitative analysis for both major and trace elements,
background and spectral overlap corrections, standardisation, absorption and enhancement
problems and corrections, influence (alpha) coefficient corrections, commercial and
manufacturer’s software for correcting for inter-element matrix effects, special sample
preparation techniques, analysis of small samples and solutions, and different applications
of XRFS.
Each week can be attended separately, BUT persons attending the second week on
quantitative analysis MUST have attended previously the introductory first week, although
not necessarily in the same year. This is a very full, very intensive course containing an
enormous amount of detail and building very rapidly on itself. For participants with little
theoretical or practical knowledge of XRFS, it is strongly recommended that only the
introductory week be attended in the first year. After gaining a year's experience in the
laboratory and building on the knowledge gained from the first week, such participants will
be in a much stronger position to extract the maximum advantage from the second week
of the course. It is strongly recommended that in their second year, such participants
1
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should attend the full two-week course in order to reinforce their basic knowledge and thus
gain the greatest benefit from the full course. All previous participants who have adopted
this approach have found it to be extremely valuable and beneficial.
There will be two morning sessions each day commencing at 08h15. Sessions will last
from 08h15 to 10h15 and from 10h45 to 12h30 with a break for tea/coffee. Lunch will be
taken from 12h30 to 13h30. Afternoon sessions will last from 13h30 to 15h10 and from
15h30 to 17h00 with a tea break in-between. There will be short open-book 15-minute
revision tests each day, starting on day 2, and a 1-hour test on the last day of Week 1.
The same will apply to Week 2. The first week of the course ends at ~16h30 on
Friday 18th January and the second week at ~15h00 on Friday 25th January 2019.
Participants should try to avoid booking return flights leaving Cape Town before 18h00!
Each participant receives course materials in full colour amounting to more than 500 pages
per week. Leave space in your luggage to carry it all (up to 5 kg for two weeks!).
Course Fee
The fee for the full two-week course is ZAR 19,000.00, and ZAR 11,000.00 for one
week only, excluding accommodation and meals, payment in advance.
ALL cancellations received after 15 December 2018 will be liable to a cancellation
fee of ZAR 3400.00 to defray expenses and to cover costs of course materials
ordered earlier from overseas.
Members of staff or registered full-time students from any South African or SADEC
educational institution can apply for a reduction in the course fee.
Members of SASS, GSSA, MINSA, or SACI will get a 5% discount on the course fees; this is
not cumulative with other reductions in course fee.
Accommodation
Participants are responsible for making their own arrangements, and paying separately, for
accommodation.
Registration for Course
If you would like to attend the course, please complete the registration form attached to
this notice and return it as soon as possible by email, fax or post to the address below.
The form is also available electronically via email. Submission of the form need not be
accompanied by the registration fee and places you under no obligation to attend. It does
allow us to assess probable attendance at the course. If the attendance is too low, the
course can be cancelled. Your registration for the course will be confirmed by email at the
beginning of December, at which time we would expect a final decision from you and you
will be invoiced for the registration fee, which must be paid before the course begins.
REGISTRATIONS SHOULD BE SUBMITTED ON OR BEFORE 30 NOVEMBER 2018 TO
PROVIDE ADEQUATE TIME FOR COURSE MATERIALS TO BE ORDERED AND
DELIVERED FROM OVERSEAS.
Participants from outside South Africa who may require visas should be sure to
apply well in advance.
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COURSE SYLLABUS

ARTICLES

FIRST WEEK
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**

LECTURES

Properties of X-rays.
Excitation of X-rays; scattering of X-rays.
Dispersion of X-rays; spectrometers.
Detectors; dead time losses.
Counting chain electronics, pulse height analysis, sin-θ amplifiers, pulse shifts and
distortions.
Energy dispersive spectrometry.
Matrix effects: absorption, enhancement, particle size effects, mineralogical effects,
chemical effects, surface effects. Mass attenuation coefficients. Critical thickness.
Introduction to quantitative major and trace XRF analysis; counting statistics.
Sampling; major and trace element sample preparation: crushing, grinding, binders,
fluxes and fusions.
Selection of instrumental parameters.

FIRST WEEK

PRACTICAL SESSIONS

**
**
**
**

Introduction to WDXRF spectrometers; running wavelength scans.
Introduction to EDXRF spectrometers.
Qualitative analysis using wavelength and energy dispersive spectrometers.
Setting detector voltages, determination of detector resolution, setting of pulse height
selector.
** Determination of mass attenuation coefficients by calculation from major element
composition, and by Compton peak measurements.
** Introduction to the calculation and application of influence coefficients; quantitative
analysis.
SECOND WEEK

LECTURES

** Quantitative major and trace element analysis: choice of angle/counting positions,
determination of background intensity, spectral interferences on analyte line and
associated background positions, X-ray tube line interferences, use of Compton peak
MACs. Standards and standardization.
** Choice of analysing crystals for determination of low atomic number elements, crystal
fluorescence problems, and their solution.
** Calculation of theoretical intensities.
** Influence (alpha) coefficients: empirical and theoretical; fundamental parameters;
different influence coefficient algorithms for correcting for inter-element matrix effects.
** Special sample preparation techniques; quality of data; applications of XRFS in
industry; comparison of XRFS, and other instrumental techniques.
SECOND WEEK

PRACTICAL SESSIONS

** Major and Trace element data reduction: methods for determining background intensity
at peak positions; corrections for peak-on-peak and peak-on-background interferences;
determination of, and correction for, X-ray tube line interferences; iterative cross-tail
correction procedures; standardization; calculation of concentration using MACs for
matrix correction, counting error, and lower limit of detection.
** Applications of mass attenuation coefficients; absorption edge problems; techniques for
crossing (“jumping”) major element absorption edges.
** Derivation, calculation and application of influence (alpha) coefficients.
** Application of different influence coefficient models/equations/algorithms.
** Practical demonstration of the use of different models for the correction of inter-element
matrix effects in setting up calibrations.
** Explanation and application of software for major and trace element data reduction.

3
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REGISTRATION FORM

UNDERSTANDING XRF SPECTROMETRY

ARTICLES

14 – 25 January 2019
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN
Title:

(Prof/Dr/Mr/Mrs/Ms) ...................

First name, initials, and surname, e.g. James, JP, Willis: ...............................................................
Employer: .......................................................................................................................
Position or occupation: ...................................................................................................
Company address:

Your address (at which you can be contacted):

.........................................................................

..................................................................................

.........................................................................

..................................................................................

.........................................................................

..................................................................................

Tel no.:

(Cell) ............................................

Fax no.: ...............................................

(W) ..............................................

Email: .......................................................................

Business sector: ............................................................ (e.g. Commercial, Government, Academic, Individual)
Industry type: ................................................................ (e.g. Education, Steel, Non-ferrous metals, Cement)
XRF spectrometer, make and model: .............................................................................................
For invoice purposes: Include a company letterhead to ensure we have the correct postal address

Name of contact person .......................................................... Email address: ………………………………………
Position in company ................................................................ Tel. no.: ……………………………...
Signature …………………………………………………
I plan to attend the course on Understanding XRF Spectrometry in January 2019.
Delete below options NOT required
BOTH weeks
YES
First week ONLY
YES
Second week ONLY*
YES (*Only possible if you have previously attended the first week of the course)
Please advise when known

Arrival Date .....................................

Return completed form to:
Prof. Chris Harris
or
Department of Geological Sciences
Private Bag X3
Rondebosch, 7701 South Africa
Fax: +27 21 650 3783
Tel:
+27 21 650 2921 or +27 21 650 2931 or +27 21 650 3275
Email: contact nicholas.laidler@uct.ac.za or chris.harris@uct.ac.za

Departure Date ........................................
Dr. Bruno Vrebos
Malvern PANalytical
Lelyweg 1
Almelo, 7602 EA, the Netherlands
+31 6 22 40 94 46
bruno.vrebos@panalytical.com
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Geocongress 2018
Geocongress 2018 –

focused on lost continents off the east coast of Africa.

Bringing the Geosciences Together

The scientific progamme had more than 150 oral
presentations over three parallel sessions and more

Geocongress 2018 was held at the University of

than 80 poster presentations. Presentations from experts

Johannesburg, Auckland Park Kingsway Campus, from

from academia and industry were accompanied by

18 to 20 July 2018. This was the first time in almost

high-quality presentations from post-graduate students

a decade that the Geological Society of South Africa

from South African universities, with diverse topics such

(GSSA) held this event, following strong renewed

as igneous petrology, structural geology, economic

interest from the South African geosciences community.

geology, geochemistry, geophysics, sedimentology,

More than 370 local and international delegates

geochronology

attended the conference, justifying the decision to

scientific programme was also accompanied by three

bring back Geocongress. Pre-conference workshops,

plenary lectures. Dr. Roger Parsons from Parsons and

post-conference field trips and other special events

Associates spoke about the water crisis in Cape Town,

accompanied the main conference. The organizing

Dr. Robyn Pickering from the University of Cape Town

committee for the event comprised: Marlina Elburg

discussed the dating of the hominim fossil-bearing cave

(scientific programme, UJ); Ben Hayes (workshops,

deposits of South Africa and Prof. Jan Kramers from the

Wits); Charne Millett-Clay (PCO, Scatterlings of Africa);

University of Johannesburg closed the conference with

Jeremie Lehmann (field trips, UJ); Trishya Owen-Smith

his plenary on the extraterrestrial Hypatia stone.

and

geoheritage

covered.

The

(bursaries and students, UJ); Sifiso Siwela (finances,
Deloitte); Bertus Smith (chair, UJ); Craig Smith (finances,

Student participation was a major facet of Geocongress.

GSSA); and Mike Wuth (sponsorship, XBT).

Through sponsorship, 36 students from across South
Africa were funded to attend Geocongress. The

Geocongress 2018 started with the Alex du Toit

feedback from sponsored student attendees was

memorial lecture delivered by Prof. Lew Ashwal from

overwhelmingly positive. Some of the comments

the University of Witwatersrand. The lecture was

included: “The exposure to broader fields and industry-

The Geocongress 2018
organizing committee.
From left to right:
Mike Wuth, Craig Smith,
Bertus Smith,
Trishya Owen-Smith,
Jeremie Lehmann,
Marlina Elburg and
Ben Hayes.
Absent: Sifiso Siwela and
Charne Millett-Clay.
Photo: Bruce Cairncross
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Discussion among Geocongress attendees during a poster session.
Photo: Trishya Owen-Smith.

Prof. Lew Ashwal receiving his gift from the Geocongress
organizing committee for presenting the Alex du Toit
memorial lecture. Photo: Trishya Owen-Smith.
Prof. Jan Kramers
delivering the closing
plenary on the
extraterrestrial Hypatia
stone.
Photo: Trishya Owen-Smith.

related talks was very interesting and reinforced my love

UFH). Sixteen student volunteers from UJ also worked

for all things geology-related” (Miengah Abrahams,

at Geocongress by assisting at registration, ushering

UCT); “This conference was a manifestation of the

attendees, supporting the audiovisual staff in the

fruitful talent and copious amount of academic “gems”

presentation venues and assisting in putting up posters.

in South Africa” (Luke Adriaans, UWC); “I hope that
the Geocongress remains an annual feature on our

Workshops focused on detrital zircon geochronology

geosciences conference calendar” (Sara Burness, Wits);

and 3D tomography preceded the conference.

“The poster session offered me a platform to engage

The geochronology workshop, hosted at UJ, was

with people on a social level and also discuss the work

presented by an international panel of experts. The

that we do” (Louisa Mokwena, UJ); and “geocongress

3D tomography workshop was presented by experts

has provided an excellent platform for me to advance

from the South African Nuclear Energy Corporation

my career in research by connecting me with people

(NECSA) and was hosted at their site in Pelindaba.

in the same field as me” (Salmina Phuti Mokoele,

The post-conference field trips were led by experts in
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Some of the students
who received bursaries
to attend Geocongress
2018. Also present
are representatives of
sponsoring companies:
Reinie Meyer (GSSA REI
Fund, front row second
from right) and
George Henry
(DST-NRF CIMERA,
back row left).
Photo: Bruce Cairncross.

the South African Geoscience community and included

The student volunteers
from the University of
Johannesburg who
assisted at Geocongress
2018
Photo: Bruce Cairncross.

themes on the mafic volcanics of the Kaapvaal Craton
(led by Dr. Grant Bybee of Wits and Dr. Fabien
Humbert of UJ), the geology of Johannesburg (led by
Dr. Jeremie Lehmann of UJ and Prof. Spike McCarthy
of Wits) and the great oxidation event (led by Prof. Nic
Beukes of UJ).
Geocongress 2018 was also accompanied by some
special events. The Messengers from the Mantle
exhibition created by Prof. John Gurney and Prof. Phil

The WitwatersrandTransvaal great
oxidation event field
trip attendees, led by
Prof. Nic Beukes (middle
front) from the University
of Johannesburg.
Photo: Jeremie Lehmann.
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Prof John Gurney (right)
at the opening of the
Messengers from the
Mantle Exhibition in UJ’s
Auckland Park Kingsway
Library.
Photo: Jan Potgieter.

Janney from the University of Cape Town, was on

Resources acting as gold sponsors and the Council for

exhibition in the UJ Auckland Park Kingsway Library.

Geoscience as platinum sponsor. Additional sponsors

This was the first time since its inception that the

included Afritin Mining, ALS, Assmang, Bushveld

exhibition was on display outside the Western Cape.

Minerals, DST-NRF CIMERA, Exxaro, GSSA REI Fund,

The opening function for the exhibition was attended,

MINSA, MMG, Orion Minerals, PanEx, Sable Data

among others, by Prof. Gurney, Prof. Debra Meyer

Works, SRK Consulting and XRD Consulting.

(Dean of Science, UJ) as well as 60 learners from the
Soweto Science Centre. Another special event was the

Finally, the organizing committee would like to take

highly successful and sold-out conference dinner, which

this opportunity to thank the attendees, presenters,

was hosted at the School of Tourism and Hospitality on

organizers and sponsors who helped to make

UJ’s Auckland Park Bunting Road Campus.

Geocongress 2018 a great success. We hope and
believe that this has generated the needed interest and

A special mention has to be made of the overwhelming

momentum to carry Geocongress forward as a regular

support from industry and academia with regards to

event on South Africa’s scientific events calendar.

sponsorship. Without the sponsors, the organizing
committee would not have been able to deliver this

Bertus Smith

conference at discounted rates. Mbuyelo Coal acted as

Chair – Geocongress 2018

Diamond Sponsor, with Harmony Gold and Randgold
The Geocongress 2018
conference dinner at
the School of Tourism
and Hospitality
on the University
of Johannesburg’s
Auckland Park Bunting
Road Campus.
Photo: Bertus Smith.
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ICE 2018 Has the Expertise and
Information to Help You Succeed!
For 30 years, ICE has provided a platform for
formulating solutions to the key challenges
facing the energy industry, and this year’s ICE is
no different.

4

200+

Special
Sessions

10

Oral Presentations

2
7

Panel
Sessions
Short
Courses

Field
Trips

235+

Poster Presentations

2

12

Themes

See more at ICEevent.org

Plenary
Sessions

Join the Conversation!

For exhibit and sponsorship opportunities
contact: +1 918 630 5672 • mtaylor@aapg.org
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platinum symposium
13th International Platinum Symposium
The 13th International Platinum Symposium (IPS) was held
at the Ranch hotel outside Polokwane South Africa from
Saturday 30th June to Friday 6th July with approximately
1. Judith Kinnaird
and
Marina Yudovskaya
leading discussions.

205 registered delegates attending from 18 or more
different countries. The format of the symposium
deviated from that of a typical conference with morning
field trips to different sites of the Northern limb and

2. Danie Grobbler
presented on
their stratigraphic
interpretation of the
Northern limb.

afternoon presentations of talks and posters. The local
field trips were well organised and suitably attended,
allowing delegates to get a wide taste of the variety of
the Platreef in its variety of forms. Delegates travelled
as far as Marken to view PTM’s Waterberg Project core,
to the massive open pit operations of Anglo American
Platinum and to view core from Akanani, Grasvally and
Ivanplats projects. Clearly the planned projects in the

3. Moose in a
contemplative
mood on some new
evidence

Northern limb will shift the accent of future Platinum
(and other PGE’s) production from the more traditional
narrow Merensky and UG2 type deposits to the bulk
mining targets of the recently discovered deposits of the
Northern Limb. These developments make the prospect
of bulk mining distinctly possible with the prospect of a
dramatic shift in the scale and proportion of Platinum
group metals mining.
The all-day 1st July Sunday session and the post
field trip Monday sessions were devoted specifically
to Bushveld related topics varying from theoretical

4. Prof Tony Naldrett
in the thick of
Bushveld discussions,
leading from the
front…

and lab based aspects of petrology to practical
operational mine-based optimisation exercises. Newly
refined stratigraphic comparisons with more traditional
mineralised horizons have allowed for comparisons
with eastern and western Bushveld stratigraphy to be
proposed. The sequence of papers on the Flatreef were
thought provoking and presented a new and refreshing
understanding of the genetic implications for the ores
of the southern sector of the Northern limb. A total
of 76 papers and 40 posters were presented at the
symposium. In the opinion of 6 international judges, the
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6. Dr Marian Tredoux
in discussion…..

7. What would we do
without core?
8. A valid point …?

9. This coffee sucks
10. Danie Grobbler
presented on
their stratigraphic
interpretation of the
Northern limb.

prize for the best student talk, together with a monetary

visitors. It was a cold night but delegates found that

prize of R5000, in memory of Hazel Prichard, was

a good way to keep warm was some energetic

presented to Willem Kruger of the University of the

dancing and some of the senior colleagues showed

Witwatersrand. The prize for the best poster and R1000

the youngsters some fine moves! The conference dinner

cash award went to Jordan Lindsay of the University of

on the last night was sponsored by Ivanplats with more

Exeter. He is a student of Dr. Hannah Hughes, who

dancing, but this time by some local ladies in their

previously had been a post doc at Wits.

colourful outfits.

Social functions included a potjie in the Bushwillows

Post conference field trips to the Western and Eastern

camp, sponsored by Anglo Platinum with feeding of the

Bushveld Complex and the eastern Transvaal were well

lions proving to be quite a spectacle for the overseas

organised and reasonably well attended.
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5. Danie Grobbler
presented on
their stratigraphic
interpretation of the
Northern limb.

The IPS happens every 4 years and it has been around

This dance is done This
way (From the Eastern
Bushveld Field trip)

the globe in terms of host countries. South Africa has
had the privilege of hosting it 3 times now and during
the conference the decision on the venue for the next

ARTICLES

symposium in four years’ time is taken. Prof Wolfgang
Maier of Cardiff University was successful in his bid
to the organising committee to host the 14th IPS in UK
with promised field visits to the island of Rum, Turkish
Ophiolite Igneous complexes and outcrops on Cyprus
amongst other opportunities. Details will be circulated
The organising committee of the 13th IPS are to be

in due course.

congratulated on a well organised, superbly coordinated and efficiently run symposium. Prof Judith

Gordon Chunnett

Kinnaird and her group of young helpers made what

More pictures can be found at:

was a mammoth task look simple and easy.

http://www.13ips.com/gallery/

tetrapods
First tetrapods of Africa lived within the Devonian
Antarctic
The first African fossils of Devonian tetrapods (fourlegged vertebrates) show these pioneers of land living
within the Antarctic circle, 360 million years ago.
The evolution of tetrapods from fishes during the
Devonian period was a key event in our distant ancestry.
Remains of the earliest tetrapods are very rare with
only 12 species described previously, and only two
of these from complete specimens. New-found fossils
from the latest Devonian Waterloo Farm locality near
Grahamstown force a major reassessment of this event.
Whereas all previously found Devonian tetrapods
came from localities which were in tropical regions
during the Devonian, these specimens lived within the
Antarctic circle. The new specimens were discovered
by the author, Dr Robert Gess of the Albany Museum*,
and described in June 2018 in Science by him and Per
Ahlberg of Uppsala University in Sweden.
The first African Devonian tetrapods
The two new species, named Tutusius and Umzantsia,
are Africa’s earliest known four-legged vertebrates by a
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Cleithrum of Umzantsia amazana, anterior to right (scale =
1cm)

remarkable 80 million years. The approximately metre-

Devonian tetrapod fossils are found in widely scattered

long Tutusius umlambo (named in honour of Archbishop

localities. However, if the continents are mapped back

Emeritus Desmond Tutu) and the somewhat smaller

to their Devonian positions, it emerges that all previous

Umzantsia amazana are both incomplete. Tutusius is

finds are from rocks deposited in the palaeotropics

represented by a single bone from the shoulder girdle,

– between 30 degrees north and south of the equator.

whereas Umzantsia is known from a greater number

Almost all come from Laurussia, a supercontinent that

of bones, but they both appear similar to previously

later fragmented into North America, Greenland and

known Devonian tetrapods. Alive, they would have

Europe.
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resembled a cross between a crocodile and a fish, with
a crocodile-like head, stubby legs, and a tail with a

The much larger southern supercontinent, Gondwana,

fish-like fin. They lived in a coastal estuarine lake with

which incorporated present-day Africa, South America,

mixed fresh water and marine influences. The fauna

Australia, Antarctica, and India, has hitherto yielded

and flora preserved at Waterloo Farm comprise the

almost no Devonian tetrapods, with only an isolated

most comprehensive record of life in and around a

jaw (named Metaxygnathus) and footprints, being

latest Devonian estuary known in the world.

found in eastern Australia. Because Australia was
the northernmost part of Gondwana, extending into

The first tetrapod found outside of tropical regions

the tropics, an assumption developed that tetrapods
evolved in the tropics, most likely in Laurussia. By

The real importance of Tutusius and Umzantsia lies in

extension it was assumed that movement of vertebrates

where they were found.

from water onto land (terrestrialisation) also occurred in
the tropics. Attempts to understand the causes of these
major macroevolutionary steps therefore focussed on
conditions prevalent in tropical water bodies.
The

Waterloo

Farm

tetrapods

not

only

come

from Gondwana, but from its southernmost part:
reconstructed to have been more than 70 degrees
south, within the Antarctic circle. Abundant plant fossils
show that forests grew nearby, so it wasn’t frozen, but
it was definitely not tropical and during winter it would
have experienced months of complete darkness. This
finding changes our understanding of the distribution
of Devonian tetrapods. We now know that tetrapods
occurred throughout the world by the Late Devonian
and that their evolution and terrestrialisation could
realistically have occurred anywhere.
Future work
Umzantsia retains primitive features not known in any
other described tetrapod. Discovery of more complete
material of this species, from the Waterloo Farm
shales, could therefore potentially provide an example
of a species representing an as yet unknown step in
Cleithrum of Tutusius umlambo,
anterior to left (scale = 1cm)

the development of our own lineage. Somewhat less
likely, but not impossible because Waterloo Farm
has previously yielded fish remains preserving soft
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Silhouettes of
Devonian tetrapods
showing (in green)
the life positions
of tetrapod bones
recovered from
Waterloo Farm

Infographic of evolution
of the shoulder girdle
across the fish to
tetrapod transition.
Includes the proposed
position of the cleithra
of Tutusius and
Umzantsia.
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tissue, is that the Waterloo Farm shales could provide

and terrestrial plants. Around 50 taxa are probably

unique examples of preserved soft tissue structures of

represented of which 21 have now been formally

tetrapods. It is the only known site in the world with

defined. Other highlights have included the most

both tetrapod remains and soft tissue preservation.

reconstructable Devonian charophyte algae (including

Waterloo Farm

ARTICLES

Octochara crassa), Archaeopteris notosaria, the
earliest known woody tree from sub-saharan Africa,
Priscomyzon riniensis, the world’s oldest fossil lamprey,
The Waterloo Farm lagerstätten was discovered 2

Gondwanascorpio emzantsiensis, the oldest fossil land

kilometres south of Grahamstown in 1985 during

animal from Gondwana, and Serenichthys kowiensis,

construction of a road bypass. It comprises one

Africa’s earliest known coelacanth from the worlds

of a number of carbonaceous black metashales

earliest known coelacanth nursery.

interbedded between quartzites of the Witpoort
Formation (Witteberg Group, Cape Supergroup).
Excavations were carried out on site by the author in
the mid-nineties. The roadcutting was unfortunately

* Dr Gess’ research is supported by the Millennium Trust and the DSTNRF Centre of Excellence in Palaeosciences

Selected references

extremely structurally unsound and in 1999 the newly
formed South African National Road Agency Limited

Anderson, H.M., Hiller, N. and Gess, R.W. (1995).

(SANRAL) tendered for it to be cut back and stabilised.

Archaeopteris

After the author made them aware of the significance

Devonian of southern Africa. Botanical Journal of the

of the fossil site they enabled him to rescue 30 tons

Linnean Society 117: 305-320.

(Progymnospermopsida)

from

the

of fossil shale, which were stored in sheds, for careful
excavation. A further 70 tons were rescued in 2007.

Gess, R.W. and Ahlberg, P.E. (2018) A tetrapod fauna

Systematic excavation of shale collected is ongoing,

from within the Devonian Antarctic Circle. Science.

and it was from shale rescued in 1999 that the

360 (6393): 1120. DOI: 10.1126/science.aaq1645

tetrapod remains were found. Exceptional preservation
of fossils due to initial burial in anoxic mud, probably

Gess, R.W. and Coates, M.I. (2015). Fossil juvenile

beneath seasonally anoxic bottom waters, has led to

coelacanths from the Devonian of South Africa shed

preservation of remains of a large array of organisms.

light on the order of character acquisition in actinistians.

These include fish (agnatha (jawless fish), placoderms

Zoological Journal of the Linnean Society. 175, 360–

(armour plated fish), acanthodians (spiny-finned fish),

383. doi: 10.1111/zoj.12276

chondrichthyans, ray-finned fish and diverse lobefinned fish) as well as invertebrates, and both aquatic

Rob Gess

blockchain applications
Blockchain Applications for the Mining Industry
Blockchain in Mining and Minerals
The mining industry has been one of the first to see the

buyers in especially the West are starting to demand

potential of blockchain applications, with some South

methods to ensure that conflict or “blood” gemstones

African companies taking the lead. The rise of “ethically

and minerals are not making it into the open market.

sourced” mineral supply validation to the industry has

Diamonds, gold and cobalt are the commodities most

been one of the driving factors. Manufacturers and

affected and most visible in this regard.
Continued pp. 34
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The Dodd-Frank Act in the US contains provisions

in the sourcing of rough diamonds.

to prevent four key minerals (tin, tantalum, tungsten

In an ironic move, De Beers announced in June 2018

and gold) mined in the Great Lakes region in Africa

that they will start marketing and selling the synthetic

from being used to finance armed conflicts. This new

diamonds they have been producing at their research

wave of rules and legislation makes it mandatory for

laboratory. The synthetic diamonds will be sold as the

manufacturer’s to not only disclose the source, but

“Lightbox Jewellery” range.

also to reinforce the concept of ethical sourcing.
Singapore-based D1 Mint Limited, created the
diamond-backed D1 Coin. The company signed a

Diamonds

purchase order with diamond cutting and polishing
It was announced by De Beers late in 2017, that

company KGK Diamonds to start its diamond reserve

they are looking at adopting blockchain technology.

with 1 500 investment-grade diamonds delivered by

The pilot program started early in 2018, following

Russian diamond producer Alrosa, valued at close

several months of research and development. The

to $20-million and which are deposited at a vault in

motivation for them is two-fold, firstly to ensure that

Antwerp, Belgium. The purchase order is meant to

conflict diamonds used to fund violence or terror

establish a reserve for digital tokens backed by gem

do not enter their supply chain, as contained in the

quality diamonds certified by the Gemmological

Kimberly Process (KP) adopted in 2003. Secondly, it

Institute of America (GIA). Each D1 Coin is pegged

aims to prevent synthetic gems from being passed-off

to the value of a fraction of an authentic, natural

as natural stones. The De Beers diamond blockchain

diamond, as determined by the proprietary pricing

will span the entire value chain, will be open to

algorithm, the D1 Matrix. The diamonds in the D1

everyone in the industry and will offer the potential

reserve will be sent to GIA in New York to be graded,

for monitoring each stone. To date Everledger

laser-etched and packed in tamper-proof packaging,

has placed more than 1.6 million diamonds on a

before being shipped to secure vaults in Singapore

blockchain. Entries on the digital record include

and Switzerland. Logistics and warehousing are

dozens of attributes for each diamond, including

provided by established specialists such as Brinks

the colour, carat, and certificate number, which can

and Malca-Amit, while insurance is provided by

be inscribed by laser on the crown or girdle of the

Lloyds of London. D1 Coins provide users the ability

stone.

at any point in time to select specific diamonds from
the diamond reserve and convert their tokens into

The KP controls trade in rough diamonds between

diamonds at a fixed price determined by D1 Matrix.

80 member States through domestic implementation

D1 Coins provide a direct exposure to the price of

of a certification scheme that makes the trade more

diamonds, opening a new asset class to investors

transparent and secure, while prohibiting trade with

globally. In addition, as an asset-backed token, the

nonparticipants. The Kimberley Process intercessional

D1 Coin provides a means of exchange and store of

meeting of 2018 will focus on key improvements in

value in the crypto markets.

modifying the KP. Firstly, it will encourage the KP to
expand the definition of a conflict diamond from the

Gold

current overly-narrow scope. The KP’s definition of

34

a conflict diamond narrowly applies only to rough

The latest step to try to modernize an industry that

diamonds whose proceeds are used to fund the efforts

until a few years ago relied on phone auctions to set

of armed groups against legitimate governments.

key benchmarks is the introduction of a blockchain

Secondly, it will issue a statement of support for

platform. The London Bullion Market Association

acceptance of contemporary due diligence standards

(LBMA), overseeing the world’s biggest spot gold
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market, announced in January 2018 that it will seek

IBM

proposals including the use of blockchain for tracing

companies. The companies involved in the trial are: Rio

the origins of the precious metal. It aims to incorporate

Tinto Diamonds, Leach Garner supplying the precious

the entire value chain, from remote mines mining the

metals, Asahi Refinery, Richline Group manufacturing

ore, concentrates, refineries, and bars and coins traded

and Helzberg as the retailer. The question is whether

by middlemen and scrap melted down by recyclers.

consumers would be willing to pay extra just to be

The LBMA oversees a list of refiners approved to

provided with an electronic copy of the provenance of

supply the London market. Its London Good Delivery

their engagement ring?

platform

and

currently

only

involves

five

List sets global standards for large gold and silver
bars. They received proposals from 25 respondents

Shipping and Delivery

that incorporated distributed-ledger technology at the
close of the process in June 2018.

The iron-ore industry has already embarked on
a paperless shipment-management system called

March 2018 saw GoldCorp make a 3 000 oz gold

essD0Cs. Major shippers including: Vale SA and BHP

deposit into Tradewind Markets’ VaultChain platform,

Billiton, banks such as ING Groep N.V. and Morgan

thus generating the first gold “genesis block”. Goldcorp

Stanley, and traders like Cargill Inc. and Glencore

will be able to sell gold directly to dealers and banks

have signed up. As soon as the train is discharged

using the Tradewind platform, expanding access to

in the car dumpers, or trucks are unloaded, the total

a new market structure that is efficient, has electronic

amount of ore received is credited to the sender, the

pricing and high liquidity.

ore location and inventory in the yard is shown in
real time, and outbound operations are registered

Jewellery

for every ship’s loading operations. The ore owners
will always have accountability over their port

In a move to generate a blockchain that can establish

operations. Each port has a list of ships that are

the provenance of all the materials used in a piece of

allowed to serve it, based on ship type, size/tonnage,

jewellery, the TrustChain platform is being developed

ship draft, specialization for ore transportation, and

as a “proof-of-concept”. It is based on the established

conservation state.
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Mining companies often acquire ore from third parties

could be cut down to hours. The blockchain system

to blend with their own ore. Blockchain can allow the

would also be able to monitor metals as it moves from

automation of ore acquisition and transfer between ore

warehouses to depots, even outside the e.g. LME or

suppliers and the main company, and between major

the Shanghai Futures Exchange warehouse system

ore producers and traders. The mining operation will

into the numerous private metals warehouses. This

be able to reconcile the amount of ore produced in the

would help to safeguard the industry against multiple

mines and transferred to the processing plants. When

claims of ownership of a shipment. Industry secrecy

coupled with precise measurement processes and

is another challenge that could limit the application

technologies, blockchain can automate and enforce

of blockchain technology. The Zurich Freilager (free

this reconciliation such that each value is registered in

zone) holds up to 20 % of the World’s platinum group

the ledger book automatically.

metals and is notoriously secretive and highly secure
like most Swiss banks.

Preventing Fraud
Pitfalls
The security weakness of the paper-based system has
been highlighted twice. In 2014, Standard Chartered

The main pitfall associated with a blockchain

Plc, Citigroup Inc. and Standard Bank Group Ltd

application in an industry where material and products

suffered $648-million in losses due to fraud involving

change hands regularly, is the transaction verification

copper, aluminium and alumina stored in the Chinese

time. One of the major issues surrounding blockchain

port of Qingdao that was used to raise finance multiple

transactions currently is the time it takes to verify a

times. In 2017, French lender Natixis SA incurred

single transaction that can take several hours and days

$32-million and Melbourne-based Australia & New

predicted for the near future. This could prove to be

Zealand Banking Group Ltd. $305-million loan losses

a major stumbling block for mines located in remote

after discovering fake documents used to verify nickel

locations where the internet connectivity is intermitted

stored in Asian warehouses owned by Access World,

or very slow.

a subsidiary of Glencore Plc.
It was noted by the International Labour Organisation
Buyers and sellers of base metals like copper, aluminium

that up to 20% of the world’s diamonds are dug up by

and nickel use warehouse receipts to prove every pound

informal miners. The same is true for a number of other

involved in a transaction exists and its ownership. The

gemstones and even small scale pegmatite hosted

receipts essentially are a long list of issuers that stamp

minerals. The system would somehow need to make

it with holograms and/or encrypted codes. It is also the

allowance for these gemstones and minerals to be

document of proof for bank loans backed by the metal

entered. This could be achieved by creating a central

as collateral. Warehouse receipts can be forged, and

buying agency that would legally buy from these miners

an increasing number of lenders are conned by white

and offer them market related prices and then act as

collar criminals exploiting weaknesses that commodity

the conduit to enter the system.

businesses refer to as trade financing.
A further challenge will be to get the industry or a

36

The main problem is that there is no standardised way of

specific segment of the industry to all use the same

tracking and verifying inventories. The other challenge

blockchain platform. As this article has indicated,

is that a single transaction may require keeping track

there are already several blockchain platforms being

of as many as 40 original documents. Document

developed as a “proof-of-concept. Having several

handling currently takes up to a couple of weeks. If

platforms, each with its own requirements and

all the metal exchanges used the same systems, this

“genesis blocks” will complicate the system. A platform
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developed by a certain company could also use it to

manufacture sector. The electronics mineral sector,

establish a monopoly and strong arm a larger portion

everything from copper to Rare Earth Elements, will most

of the market by excluding smaller producers.

likely also experience an increase in demand. The trend
may continue until sufficient scrap material stocks are

A further concern with using blockchain technology

available and economical extraction methods making

pertains to the high energy use. It was reported that in

recycling of the metals a viable option to replace a

November of 2017, the energy consumption for Bitcoin

percentage of the mined mineral component.

transactions alone, was equivalent to the energy use
of the entire Republic of Ireland. On the one hand it is

The Future

argued that new technology is more energy efficient,
but on the other hand the increased use of blockchains

Blockchain has had a massive influence on the World

will increase the number of computers/devices used to

economy over the last couple of years as part of the

process and store all the transactions.

cryptocurrency revolution. Blockchain technology is set
to become one of the bigger disruptive technologies

The energy sector will need to improve capacity and at

with a wide range of application in virtually all sectors

the same time reduce their emissions to pave the way.

of industry and business. The mining industry has taken

Countries with low electrical costs may become new

the lead in the application of various new technologies

growth point centres for blockchain focussed ventures.

over the decades and is again taking the lead in the

Cool conditions also assist in running the electronics

fourth industrial revolution.

required. Iceland may just be the big winner here with
geothermal electricity and cool to cold climate year

Nicolaas C. Steenkamp.

round.
Blockchain energy requirements may also stimulate
an even more rapid growth in the renewable energy
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SHORT COURSE IN
DIAMOND EXPLORATION AND THEIR
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SOURCES
23–26 October 2018
Presented by the Department of Geology, University of Pretoria

23–25 October 2018

Schoongezich Guest House
369 Schoongezicht Str
Pretoria

26 October 2018

Cullinan Diamond Mine
(Petra Diamonds)
Cullinan

Lead by
Mike de Wit and John Bristow

Shifting knowledge to insight
enterprises.up.ac.za/environmental-courses
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Department of Geology

Short Course in Diamond Exploration and
their Primary and Secondary Sources
Schoongezich Guest House
369 Schoongezicht Str, Pretoria
23–26 October 2018
REGISTRATION FORM
SURNAME:

INITIALS:

PREFERRED
NAME:

TITLE:
(Prof/Dr/Mr/Ms)

ID NUMBER:
ORGANISATION:

POSTAL
ADDRESS:
CODE:
TELEPHONE:

FAX:

CELLPHONE:
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DIETARY REQUIREMENTS:
(Please indicate with an X)

HALAAL

VEGETARIAN

COURSE FEES AND PAYMENT



REGISTRATION FEE

R7 000 per delegate (VAT incl.)

GSSA MEMBERS

R6 000 per delegate (VAT incl.)

NONE
Amount paid

Course fees include course material, refreshments, lunch and the transport
to and from the Cullinan Diamond Mine on 26 October 2018. Course fees exclude
accommodation and transport to the main training venue.
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PLEASE PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
FOR THE CULLINAN MINE VISIT

FULL NAME
(AS APPEARS ON ID):
IDENTITY/PASSPORT
NUMBER:

SAFETY BOOTS SIZE:

DUST OVERALL SIZE:

VISA APPLICATION
International delegates should apply for visas in a timely manner. For more information, please click on
the following link: http://www.home-affairs.gov.za/index.php/applying-for-sa-visa

ACCOMMODATION
Out-of-town delegates seeking accommodation, please visit the following link:
http://www.up.ac.za/media/shared/633/ZP_Resources/accommodation-near-up.zp85443.pdf



SEND PROOF OF
PAYMENT AND
COMPLETED
REGISTRATION FORM TO:

Roelánnie van Deventer
Tel:
+27 (0)12 434 2565
Cell:
+27 (0)83 704 4426
Email: roelannie.vandeventer@enterprises.up.ac.za
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ARTICLES

glacial pavement
The Nooitgedacht Glacial Pavement –

The glacial pavements formed as the glaciers collected

Geoheritage site

rubble consisting of material mainly sourced from the
Transvaal Supergroup sediments. The dropstones under

The Nooitgedacht geoheritage site is located off the

the sheer weight of the glaciers polished the exposed

R31 between Kimberley and Barkly West. Take the

Ventersdorp andesitic lava floor rock and left striations

Nooitgedacht turn-off 24 km north-west of Kimberley,

in their wake. The dropstones are mainly andesite and

following the gravel road for about 5 km until you see

quartz-porphyry boulders. Eventually the entire area

the sign indicating the glacial pavements (SA-Venues).

was covered by the tillite deposits and the later Karoo

There is no admittance fee, but visitors are requested

Supergroup sediments and later basalts. The thick

not to damage the site by scratching on the glacial

Karoo package was also intruded by various kimberlite

pavement or damaging the petroglyphs or removing

pipes. As the overlying Karoo package was eroded

pieces as souvenirs.

away, it exposed the glacial pavement. Most of the
glacial pavement is still covered in a thin veneer of

The glacial pavement was formed approximately 290

tillite.

Million years ago, during the Dwyka period. At this
time Southern Africa was near the South Pole and large

This exposed glacial pavement served as the canvas

ice sheets or glaciers covered the high-lying areas.

for nomadic peoples, most likely the San to carve a

The Cargonian Highlands belt stretches through the

series of petroglyphs on the surface. The engravings

Northern Cape and Gauteng to Mpumalanga.

include animal and human depictions, and some

Nooitgedacht glacial
pavement outcrop
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San petroglyphs
- mostly geometric
patterns

abstract art in the form of geometric spirals and grids,

large boulders of glacial erratics. The dropstones

similar to another site in the area, Driekops Eiland. The

are: pink quartz porphyry (probably from the

striated pavements, together with their Stone Age rock

Makwassie Formation of the Ventersdorp Supergroup),

engravings, were declared a National Monument in

amygdaloidal and massive lava boulders similar in

1936.

composition to the basalts making up the pavement.
Vesicular lava and volcanic breccia also derived from

The area also contains historic alluvial diamond

the Ventersdorp Supergroup and granite gneiss derived

workings. Since 1869 the various gravels along the Vaal

from the pre-Ventersdorp basement.

River have been worked intensively for their content
of high-grade alluvial diamonds. The Nooitgedacht

Analysis of the sub-glacial deposits and erosional

diggings were opened in 1949 and closed in 1981.

features suggests low mean normal stresses at the ice-

During these 32 years, a total of 80 000 diamonds

bedrock interface, a fairly low sliding velocity for the

were found. The Venter Diamond, a 511 carat yellow

basal ice, low basal melt-water pressures, and an ice

stone, was the largest. The standard size of a digger’s

thickness of probably more than a 100m. Deposition

claim was 15 x 15 metres. The diamond-bearing

took place during the final disintegration stage when

gravels are covered by a layer of sterile red sand

the ice flowed into a water body which covered the

(Museums Northern Cape).

area (Visser and Loock, 1988).

Geological Setting

A study of the striations found three sets of orientations,
interpreted in terms of sequential advances and re-

The glacial pavement developed at the base of the

advances of the Dwyka continental ice-sheet. The

Dwyka Group, on a substrate of altered lavas of the

striations were grouped as: (a)225°-232°; (b) 240°-

Allanridge Formation of the Pniel Group, Ventersdorp

256° and (c) 203°-216°. A rare feature, referred to as

Supergroup. The Dwyka consist of diamictites with

Hertzian fractures comprising oval fractures surrounding
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Thin tillite cover over
andesite glacial
pavement

a central depression from which several radial fractures

References

radiate, was observed by Master (2012).
Master, S. (2012). Hertzian fractures in the sub-dwyka
Hertzian fractures and percussion marks are formed

nooitgedacht striated pavement, and implications

when a spherical indenter is pressed onto the surface

forthe former thickness of karoo strata near Kimberley,

of an isotropic material, a complex stress field is set up

South Africa. South African Jouranal of Geology, 115,

in the material under and around the indenter. Below

p. 561-576.

the indenter the stresses are compressive while outside
the contact circle, a radially directed radially directed

Visser J.N.J. and Loock J.C. (1988). Sedimentary

tensile stress is created, which may form a ring crack in

facies of the Dwyka Formation associated with the

the sample surface around the indenter. The ring-crack

Nooitgedacht glacial pavements, Barkly West District.

expands into the interior of the material, forming a

South African Journal of Geology, 91, p. 38-48.

conical or conoidal fracture, which is characteristic of
percussion marks in rocks (Master, 2012). It is suggested

https://www.museumsnc.co.za/aboutus/depts/

that these Hertzian fractures are the result of dropstones

archaeology/nooitgedacht.html [accessed 14 June

acting as indenters and the pressure exerted by the

2018]

strata of the overlying Karoo Supergroup. Based on
the measurements and calculations of these features,

https://www.sa-venues.com/attractionsnc/

Master (2012) suggest the thickness of the overlying

nooitgedacht-glacial-pavements.php [accessed 14

Karoo Supergroup strata to have been approximately

June 2018]

2,14 kilometers.
Nicolaas C. Steenkamp
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BOOK REVIEW

book review
GEOLOGICAL ADVENTURES IN THE FAIREST CAPE:
UNLOCKING THE SECRETS OF ITS SCENERY
The Fairest Cape continues to attract visitors from
around the world and this latest issue of the Popular
Geoscience Series No 7, written by John Rogers and
published by the Council for Geoscience, will certainly
add to the attraction by unlocking the geological
events and secrets to understand the origins of the
magnificent scenery and biomes and how human
activity relates to it. This 320 page, 25 x 21 cm book
is your window seat airplane ticket, your boat trip
and pathway to explore the southwestern extreme
of Africa. Page into a magical realm of majestic
mountain ranges, cliff faces, mountain slopes, valleys,
flats, rivers, waterfalls, and storm tempered oceans,
coastlines, estuaries, islands, bays and beaches
in a world with its own unique Floral Kingdom and
associated Fauna. The rich variety of landforms,
habitat and life is just a snapshot in time compared
with the preceding millions of years of extreme
geological turmoil and co- evolutionary adaptation,

Bay westwards past Hermanus to Danger Point near

preserved in the geological record of the area.

Gansbaai. In the acronym “all roads leads to Rome”,
Rome might rightly be replaced by Cape Town as

In the sediments of the Fairest Cape the fossilized

there is a general increase in access ways towards the

remains of extinct marine shells and trilobites, teeth

mother city and a corresponding increase in localities

of Megadolon Sharks, sculls of the Sabre Tooth Cat,

of geological interest, described in the book.

African Bear and ancestral birds wait to tell their story.
While the last roar of the Cape Lion was heard only a

The book has the customary introduction, foreword,

few generations ago, the mountains and plains are still

acknowledgements and overview in the beginning

home to the endangered Leopard, Bontebok, sun and

followed by nine chapters, each explaining the

sugar birds, tortoises, chameleons and frogs. Whale,

geology at sites of interest along different routes

shark, dolphin, Snoek, Sardine, Galjoen (South Africa’s

around and leading to the Cape Peninsula. Near

National fish), Sea Lion and various seabirds, including

the back of the book is a glossary that explains the

the African Penguin, frequently visit to hunt and breed

scientific terms, a bibliography for further reading

along the coastline. Mother Earth undoubtedly created

and an index for easy referencing in the book.

the fairest geographic Cape of all along the Cape of

Specially prepared Geological maps and legends of

Good Hope Peninsula, but the Fairest Cape Region

the Cape Peninsula and Western Cape are found at

described in the book also includes prime portions of

the back of the book. A unique feature of the book

the Great Karoo, Namaqualand, the West Coast, N-

is an attempt to provide the correct pronunciation of

S striking Cedarburg, E-W striking Langeberg and the

endemic Afrikaans words, mostly the name of places,

coastline and adjacent mountains from Eastern False

mentioned in the book.
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The following nine Chapters describe the geological

Birkenhead in 1852, the 1969 Tulbagh Earthquake,

sites along different routes towards Cape Town and

why the cold Atlantic ocean along the West Coast is

around the Cape Peninsula:

so rich in sea life, marine diamonds and the geology

• Chapter 1: Arriving in Cape Town by air from the

of Robben Island where Nelson Mandela was held

BOOK REVIEW

northeast.

captive and mined lime.

• Chapter 2: Arriving in Cape Town along the N2
from the east.

According to the author, John Rogers, the book is

• Chapter 3. Arriving in Cape Town from the
northeast.

primary aimed for use by leaders of geological outings,
students of Geology and Civil-Engineering, Geography

• Chapter 4: Arriving in Cape Town from the north
along the N7.
• Chapter 5: Arriving in Cape Town from the West
Coast Road (R27).
• Chapter 6: Arriving in Cape Town via the R44
coastal road from Gansbaai.

teachers and school children in their class and tourists
exploring the Fairest Cape by car, coach, bicycle or on
foot. The aim of John in this book is true and even more
so it provides an opportunity for virtual travel and has
the capacity to further popularize geology and create
awareness of the rich South African geological heritage,

• Chapter 7: Table Bay.

including the Fairest Cape. It is hoped that this book will

• Chapter 8: The Atlantic coastline of the Cape

find its way into school, university and municipal libraries

Peninsula

and also bookshops that sell tourist memorabilia.

• Chapter 9. The False Bay coastline of the Cape
Peninsula

John Rogers was schooled on Jurassic limestone in
England and among Pleistocene glacial drumlins in

Each of the Chapters contains or refers to a satellite

Northern Ireland and later on Triassic Sediments in

image of the area, compiled by Dirk Grobbelaar of

the Northern Free State. John did his MSc and PhD

the Council for Geoscience (CGS), that display the

at the University of Cape Town (UCT) on Marine

route and the locality of lines along which geological

Geology and later, aided by boreholes, determined

cross-sections were drawn to show the stratigraphy and

the stratigraphy, sedimentology and geohydrology of

structural deformation of the area. It is therefore easy

Cenozoic sediments along the West Coast. After this

for the reader to place the geological sites of interest

he researched manganese nodules of the South African

within the larger regional geological framework.

coast on vessels of various nationalities. The later part

Another excellent feature of the book is that different

of John’s career involved lecturing and leading field

views of geological outcrops are provided with images

trips for Geological and Engineering Students of the

taken from far to close, including photographs of rocks

UCT from where he retired in 2009. This book is the

under the microscope. Furthermore the annotation on

culmination of all those years working as a lecturer and

the photographs does not distract the reader from the

his irrepressible interest in the Geology of the Fairest

scenic beauty but succeeds in pointing the reader, even

Cape. The impeccable linguistic editing of this book was

a novice, towards the geological feature discussed in

done by Adri van Heerden, Sonja van Eck and Zahn Nel

the text. Degree, minute and second coordinates are

and the exquisite layout and design by Jane Abraham,

provided for GPS location of every geological feature

all employees of the CGS. The book is obtainable

and scene displayed on the more than 300 colour

from the Council for Geoscience, 280 Pretoria Street,

photographs. This is an important aid to plan an

Silverton 0184, Pretoria, South Africa. Tel; +27 (0)12

excursion and will help prevent waste of time and the

841 1017 and Regional Office - Belville. +27 (0) 21 943

embarrassment of the one outcrop that got away.

6700. Alternatively E-mail at info@geoscience.org.za
and http://www.geoscience.org.za. Also available at

Apart from explaining geological features the book

some top bookshops and from the author John Rodgers

also provides some interesting anecdotes including

at johnrogers1944@gmail.com.

Charles Darwin’s visit (John Rogers favourite scientist),
the geology behind the wrecking of the H.M.S.
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Kevin Charles Antony Burke (1929–2018)

BOOK REVIEW

obituaries
Kevin Charles Antony Burke
(1929–2018 †

Burke, a master geologist, traveled the world to inform
his studies on plate tectonics, soil formation, erosion,
sedimentology, and a host of other topics, including
other planets.
Kevin Charles Antony Burke, one of the greatest
geologists of our time, died in his sleep of a heart
attack at age 89 on 21 March 2018 at Addison
Gilbert Hospital in Gloucester, Massachusetts. Kevin
was what one might call a “compleat geologist” of the
ilk of Charles Lyell, Alexander von Humboldt, Eduard
Suess, or Arthur Holmes.
Kevin made immense contributions to our understanding
of Earth’s behavior after the onset of plate tectonics.
He based these contributions on his extensive previous
experience in such diverse parts of the globe as the

Kevin Charles Antony
Burke.
Credit: Kevin Burke

British Isles, various parts of Africa, South Korea, the
Caribbean, and Canada. In the 1970s, he created,
together with his lifelong friend John F. Dewey, an
exemplary institution of research and education in

the survey’s Atomic Energy Division, he worked in the

the Department of Geological Sciences of the State

east African rifts and in South Korea. That was also

University of New York at Albany. Many postgraduate

when he married his lifelong companion and great

students who obtained their degrees in that remarkable

supporter, Angela Marion Burke (neé Phipps).

place went on to become significant researchers.
Kevin was the head of the Geology Department at
From England to Nigeria

the University of the West Indies in Kingston, Jamaica,
between 1961 and 1965, followed by a position as

In Nigeria, he initiated the Benue Valley project,

the head of the Geology Department in the University

which had far-reaching implications for our later

of Ibadan in Nigeria from 1965 to 1972. In Nigeria,

understanding of continental breakup.Kevin was born

he initiated the Benue Valley project, which had far-

on 13 November 1929 in London to a cultured family

reaching implications for our later understanding of

of Irish descent. He obtained his B.Sc. from University

continental breakup.

College London in 1951. He earned his Ph.D. from
the University of London in 1953 on the basis of a

It was also then, in 1967, that he became aware of the

mapping project in western Ireland. After serving as

great power of the then new theory of plate tectonics for

a lecturer in the University College of the Gold Coast

assisting our understanding of the behavior and history

(now the University of Ghana), he joined the British

of our planet. Despite the social unrest in Nigeria,

Geological Survey in 1956. As a senior geologist in

caused by the Biafran War (1967–1970), he not only
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completed the Benue Valley project with his colleagues,

obtained money from NASA, enabling a departmental

but he also found time for a host of other studies: the

project to map the rifts and sutures of the world,

formation of tropical soils (he showed the dominant role

showing the pertinence of what Kevin and John had

of earthworms in their formation), catastrophic erosion

earlier called the Wilson cycle.

OBITUARY

events in a tropical climate, and new sedimentological
methods (a quick way to determine the sphericity of

Kevin was always keen to point out that plate tectonics

pebbles)—and he published a Bouguer map of gravity

was introduced by John Tuzo Wilson’s seminal 1965

anomalies in Nigeria.

paper on transform faults. He also pointed out
that Wilson had quickly recognized the profound

Plate Tectonics and Precambrian Geology

implications of ocean opening and closing cycles in
Earth’s history. Dewey wrote an important paper in

The need for better schools for their three children,

1975 showing the great uncertainties plate motions

Nicholas, Matthew, and Jane, forced the Burke family

introduced into geological reconstructions, and Kevin

to relocate to Erindale College of the University of

never tired of pointing this out to people engaged in

Toronto in 1972, where J. Tuzo Wilson was principal. It

historical geology.

was there that Kevin began to explore the implications
of plate tectonics in geology, starting with what he

The Houston Years

called “hot spots.” He showed how these hot spots led
to continental breakup in Africa. Further, he showed

In Houston, his interest spread to other planetary bodies,

that the hot spots moved about, albeit much more

emphasizing the importance of comparative geology.

slowly than the plates themselves.

In 1980, Dewey returned to England, and Kevin moved
to Houston to become deputy (1982–1983), and then

This time was also when his old friend John F. Dewey

director, of the Lunar and Planetary Institute. From

had moved to Albany, and Kevin was called there

1983 onward, he served as professor of geology at

as department head. Already, John and Kevin had

the University of Houston. It was in Houston that his

collaborated in Toronto on the origin of rifts, continental

interest spread to other planetary bodies, emphasizing

dispersion, and the effects of continental collision in

the importance of comparative geology.

creating vast areas of basement reactivation leading to
continental differentiation.

After leaving the Lunar and Planetary Institute, Kevin
became a full-time professor at the University of

It was also in Canada that Kevin rekindled his interest

Houston. Since 2004, he had been dividing his year

in Precambrian geology that had started in the Gold

between the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (as

Coast. His experience in mapping Precambrian and

a Crosby Scholar) and Houston.

Phanerozoic terrains showed him that greenstone
belts were more deformed than previously believed

In the latter half of the first decade of the new century,

and that they had no unconformity under them. Thus,

Kevin pointed out that the edges of two permanent

Kevin believed that greenstone belts did not form over

large, low shear-wave velocity provinces at the

continents (and he was later proven right). He thought that

core-mantle boundary, which he named Tuzo and

the greenstone belts were simply remnants of Archaean

Jason, respectively, were the sources of the major

and early Proterozoic oceans (i.e., suture zones).

mantle plumes. At the same time, he showed with
his colleagues in South Africa that deformed alkalic

After Kevin moved to Albany, he collaborated with

(sodium- or potassium-rich) rocks and carbonatites

Dewey and Bill Kidd on studying the Archaean eon.

(carbonate-rich igneous rocks) were a good guide

They showed that the Archaean most likely had a plate

in mapping former sutures, even where they are

tectonic regime, but with smaller and faster-moving

otherwise cryptic.

plates caused by higher heat loss of the planet. They
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Insight, Wisdom, and Friendship

A. M. Celâl Sengör (email: sengor@itu.edu.tr), Geology

Kevin received many honors on both sides of the

University, and Eurasia Institute of Earth Sciences,

Atlantic. Among these are the Penrose Medal of the

Ayazaga, Istanbul, Turkey

OBITUARY

Department, Faculty of Mines, Istanbul Technical

Geological Society of America and the Arthur Holmes
Medal of the European Geosciences Union.

Reprtinted from: Sengör, A. M. C. (2018), Kevin
Charles Antony Burke (1929–2018), Eos, 99, https://

No one expressed Kevin’s role in the scientific community

doi.org/10.1029/2018EO103853. Published on 13

better than his longtime friend Sean Solomon: “Kevin

August 2018.

was a source of seemingly limitless insight, experience,

Text © 2018. The authors. CC BY-NC-ND 3.0

and wisdom, and a good friend.”

Glen Gavin Whitfield
June 15, 1943 – February 20, 2018 †
Glen Gavin Whitfield 1943–2018
Gavin Whitfield, a Life Fellow of the GSSA, passed
away on February 20 after a long illness. Gavin may
be remembered differently by those involved with
him during different stages of his life and career. His
career spanned a number of geological interests and
managerial responsibilities, and it may be argued
that the achievements that best define his legacy were
attained after retirement in 1999.
Gavin first discovered that geology was his calling as
a student at Rhodes University, where he completed
his Honors Degree in 1964. He returned to Rhodes to
complete his MSc degree in 1971, producing a thesis
entitled “A Petrological and Mineralogical Study of
Peridotite and Mantle Xenoliths from Certain Kimberlite

where he was employed from 1965 to 1971 as a

Pipes”. This is a pioneering study; research into upper

mineralogist and petrographer. AARL was one of the

mantle xenoliths in kimberlite was in its infancy in

foremost industry research institutions in the world, and

the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, with South African

Gavin was a highly respected member of the team,

geologists world leaders in part due to the sampling

supporting kimberlite exploration and mining as part

opportunities in the country. A key factor was also

of his responsibilities.

industry cooperation with academia – particularly by
De Beers. In his thesis research, Gavin described and

In 1971, he left the laboratory environment for

characterized 66 xenoliths from kimberlites, and was

exploration, embarking on a new career path spanning

one of the first to work on eclogite xenoliths from the

28 years, a number of employers, and progressively

Roberts Victor kimberlite, world famous for its abundant

more senior appointments in the exploration world.

and large-sized mantle-derived eclogites.

Employers include Anglo American, Phelps Dodge,
Riofinex (a Saudi Arabian company), Shell Minerals,

Gavin was introduced to kimberlite geology during

Billiton and Gencor. Gavin climbed the corporate career

his time at Anglo American Research Laboratories

ladder, progressing from staff geologist to exploration
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manager and finally general manager. He worked in

2015 he authored the book “50 Must See Geological

South Africa, Zambia, the DRC (then Zaire), Burkina

Sites in South Africa” also published by Struik Random

Faso, Eritrea, Tanzania, Mali and Saudi Arabia. An

House, and supported by the Oppenheimer Foundation.

incomplete list of the projects he was involved in includes

This book has sold over 5000 copies to date. Gavin

base metals in the Aggeneys area in the northern Cape,

was an editor and contributor to the 2016 publication

the Lutzputs Cu-Ag deposit (Kakamas), the Rozynenbosch

for the 35th International Geological Congress, “Africa’s

Pb-Zn-Ag deposit (Bushmanland), the Sandrivierspoort

Top Geological Sites” sponsored by Acacia Mining.

taconite deposit (Polokwane), the Pering Zn-Pb deposit

Gavin was a member of the Museum Africa Committee,

(Vryburg); several greenstone gold deposits (KZN), and

and was until shortly before his death involved in an

the Hillendale and Fairbreeze heavy mineral deposits

attempt to save and preserve the Witwatersrand

(Zululand). His role in these projects ranged from grass

gold field discovery site at George Harrison Park in

roots exploration to resource assessment, and he led

Johannesburg.

technical teams for many of them.
Gavin’s life provides a few lessons for all of us. A career

50

After retirement from Billiton in 1999, Gavin decided

is not static over the course of a lifetime but is rather

to pursue yet new geological directions, and became

about constant change. And that means continuing

progressively more involved in geological conservation –

one’s personal and professional development over a

now referred to as Geoheritage. He became a registered

lifetime – whether or not you ‘keep score’ with tools like

national tour guide, promoting geoconservation and

Continuing Professional Development points systems.

geotourism through a company he formed, Geological

It means acquiring skills that may seem peripheral at

Heritage Tours. He was one of the pioneers in the

times. Gavin Whitfield was a laboratory scientist, an

recognition that geology inspired a wider audience

explorationist, a manager, an executive, a consultant,

than just professional geologists. He was a co-author

a business owner, an author and a family man. He was

with Nick Norman of the book “Geological Journeys”

passionate about what he did. His legacy is made of all

published by Struik Random House in 2006 with De

those parts. We are proud to have had him as part of

Beers support - and which has to date sold over 25,000

our community.

copies (exceptional for the South African market). In

Craig Smith
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‘Merging maps for an emerging future’

The Council for Geoscience would like to invite
you to its annual two day conference at the CSIR
International Conference Centre, Pretoria

The CGS Conference will bring together national and
international scientists to discuss aspects of its new
“Integrated and multidisciplinary geoscience mapping
programme 2018 – 2021”. Within the CGS’s broad geological
mandate special emphasis will be placed on: geoscience for
minerals and energy; geoscience for infrastructure and land
use; geoscience for health, groundwater and environment;
geoscience innovation; and geoscience diplomacy.
Internationally renowned experts will participate as keynote
presenters and scientists from the CGS will be presenting
research undertaken for this national programme. With
this annual conference the CGS hopes to provide to its
stakeholders an insight into all the nationally funded research
projects it is undertaking. A call for abstracts will be made
shortly with the emphasis on the use of multidisciplinary
data sets and how societal needs are best served.
Kindly respond to this invitation via the mentioned website.
;I PSSO JSV[EVH XS GSRƼVQMRK ]SYV TEVXMGMTEXMSR ERH
presence at the conference.
Follow the website for new developments:
http://geoscience.org.za/cgs/
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MINERAL SCENE

Fluorite from Okoruso mine, Namibia

Geology

Bruce Cairncross

The Okorusu mine is located 48 km north of Otjiwarongo,

Department of Geology, University of Johannesburg

Namibia. The fluorite is hosted in the Okorusu Alkaline

PO Box 524, Auckland Park 2006

Complex, and this has been described in regional

brucec@uj.ac.za

investigations of the carbonatites of Namibia by van Zijl
(1961), Prins (1981), Verwoerd (1967) and Schneider

Introduction

and Seeger (1992). The most detailed description of

Fluorite is the main ore mineral of fluorine and is

the geology and stratigraphy is, however, provided by

relatively common in deposits around the world. South

Miller (2008).

Africa has one of the largest reserves of fluorite, namely
Vergenoeg mine, located in Rust de Winter northeast of

There are four separate orebodies at Okoruso, named

Pretoria. Interestingly, even though this Bushveld-aged

A, B, C, and D and each had different occurrences of

deposit contains enormous reserves of fluorite, few

fluorite present. The A-ore body in particular had large

aesthetic crystalline specimens of fluorite are found as

vugs and cavities, some over a metre in diameter that

most tends to be fine-grained and granular.

were lined by large, colourful fluorite crystals. Almost all
of the Okoruso fluorite specimens are characterized by

In stark contrast is the Okoruso mine in Namibia. This

internal colour zonation, from blue to green to purple

deposit exploited fluorite from a carbonatite host rock

and even yellow. Crystals up to 10 cm on edge were

and has produced world-class fluorite specimens that

found. One bizarre variety of fluorite (shown here) is

grace private and institutional collections globally

referred to as harlequin fluorite for obvious reasons.

(Cairncross, 2018). Although the mine closed its

These were discovered in 2010. Specimens were

operations in November 2014 and is no longer

carefully prepared by removing the background matrix

extracting fluorite, specimens from this deposit continue

that the crystals were on, leaving a thin layer of fluorite

to be found on offer either on the World Wide Web or

that was transparent and when backlit, revealing highly

via mineral shows.

unusual colour zonation. The specimens consist of

Yellow fluorite with
purple zones at the
corners of the cubes,
collected circa 1987,
11 cm. Okorusu mine.
Bruce Cairncross collection and photo.
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octahedral crystals modified by cubic forms. The cubic

Iridescent goethite
coating fluorite and
minor quartz, partially
capped by calcite, 6
cm. Okorusu mine.
Bruce Cairncross
collection and photo.

faces are deep purple while the octahedral portions are
colourless and some corners are dark blue.
Since the mine closed in 2014, specimens entering the
market are mainly from old collections or previously
mines material that was stockpiled by dealers.
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Backlit “Harlequin
fluorite”, 7.2 cm. The
different colour zones
are only visible when
the matrix is carefully
removed to leave the
fluorite exposed. Philip
Hitge specimen, Bruce
Cairncross photo.
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Yosemite
THE geotraveller
National Park
By Roger Scoon

Geology of Yosemite National Park, California:
Canyons, Granitic Monoliths and Waterfalls
The Yosemite National Park, which is also a world heritage

the numerous trails are well advertised, as is the problems

site, is situated in eastern California, USA. The park occurs

associated with berry season and hibernation. Black bear

in a spectacular section of the Sierra Nevada and covers

were once famous for breaking into cars (they can force

an area of more than 3,000 km2. The Sierra Nevada (“the

doors open), as well as cabins and tents, but controls

range of light”) is one of the least segmented sections of

on garbage and overnight lockers for storing food has

the coastal ranges which extend from Alaska to Mexico.

solved many of the problems. Another issue faced by park

Yosemite is famed for giant canyons, or U-shaped glacial

management is wildfires exasperated by alien plants.

valleys, granitic monoliths, and waterfalls. Groves of
giant sequoia (also known as giant redwood) are a

The principal geological features of Yosemite are

particular feature, as is the diversity of wildlife associated

Mesozoic-age granitic batholiths which have been eroded

with ecosystems which include montane evergreen forest

and shaped by Cenozoic erosion and the Late Pleistocene

and alpine moorland.

glaciation (Palmer, 2004). The granitic batholiths
constitute the bulk of the root zone of a volcanic-plutonic

Yosemite is dominated by wilderness (over 95 per

complex ascribed to subduction on the western margin of

cent of the park) with an invigorating climate. The

the North American Plate. The Sierra Nevada was uplifted

Californian heat and aridity is tempered by elevations

during the Cenozoic, with peak tectonism occurring at

of between 648m and 3,997m. The park is well known

approximately 10 Ma. This was accompanied by tilting,

for large predators, notably grizzly or brown bear (Ursus

such that the relatively gentle and thickly forested

arctos horribilis), black bear (Ursus americanus), and

western slopes contrast with the steeper and more arid

mountain lion (Puma concolor). The dangers of hiking

eastern slopes. Uplift initiated formation of deep canyons

The planar north face
of Half Dome is possibly
the most well known
landform in the Yosemite
National Park. The 600
m-high face is defined by
a set of near-vertical joints
along which exfoliated
scree was removed by
glacial activity. Glaciation
also scraped clean large
sections of the granitic
bedrock between the
Yosemite and Tuolumne
Canyons.
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Google-Earth image of
the Yosemite National
Park with some of the
locations referred to in
the text.

as rivers cut aggressively into granitic bedrock. Waterfalls

at Wawona in the south-western part of the park, an

formed in association with many of the hanging valleys

area where groves of giant sequoia are well developed.

which developed at this stage i.e. during the Cenozoic.

There are two possible derivations of the name Yosemite.

The effects of the younger glacial activity are prominent

Yosemite has been explained as meaning “some of them

as many of monoliths have been scraped clean. Canyon

are killers” in the Miwok language (applied to a renegade

walls were steepened and glaciated valleys contain thick

tribe which the Mariposa Battalion was charged in 1851

deposits of tills and moraines.

with tracking down), mistakenly thought to refer to the
tribal group. An alternative explanation is derived from

Yosemite is the traditional land of the Ahwahneechee

the word Uzumati, meaning Grizzly Bear.

indigenous people. One of their main encampments was
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Historical photograph of
the Wawona Tree, a giant
sequoia in the Mariposa
Grove, Yosemite (internet).

The protection of Yosemite is accredited to several early

and Alpine slopes of Yosemite and the arid landscapes

settlers, including Galen Clark and John Muir who

east of the Sierra Nevada is marked. An advantage of

successfully lobbied the government in the mid-19

th

the Tioga Pass route is that the Death Valley National

Century. Moreover, James Hutchings and artist Thomas

Park, approximately 150 km south of Yosemite, can also

Ayres published illustrated articles in popular magazines,

be included in a visit.

with the latter holding an exhibition in New York which
was widely supported. The first tourists arrived in 1855,

Yosemite can be extremely crowded in summer with

with Yosemite Canyon and the Mariposa Grove, Wawona

more than 4 million visitors estimated each year. The

as the main attractions. The latter was protected in 1864

best times to visit are probably spring and autumn. The

and includes trees with estimated ages of over 2,000

principal attraction is Yosemite Valley, an 11 km-long

years. The famous Wawona Tree with a height of 89

canyon associated with the Merced River. The Tuolumne

m and diameter of 27 m through which a vehicle-sized

Canyon, located in the northern part of Yosemite is more

tunnel was driven in 1881 fell in 1969. The Mariposa

remote and as equally spectacular. Cook’s Meadow

Grove has only recently been reopened to tourists.

proximal to Yosemite Village, the principal camp, reveals

Yosemite attained national park status in 1890.

the quiescence of the valley floors, with the grassland,
shrubs and seasonal berries supporting wildlife including,

Yosemite is generally approached from the western, or

in addition to bears, mule deer and chipmunks. The

Arch Rock entrance, either by road or train to the nearby

opportunity of hiking from the high plateaus and ridges

town of Merced. The only approach from the eastern side

downward into the valleys is particularly rewarding.

is the Tioga Pass, where the road ascends to a height of
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3,031 m. The pass includes views of Tioga Lake and Tioga

The two most famous monoliths are El Capitan and Half

Mountain (3,509m), as well as Mount Dana (3,980m),

Dome. Both occur in the Yosemite Canyon. El Capitan has

one of the highest peaks in the park. The Tioga Pass

an exposed face with a height of 1,095 m. This is one of

is, however, generally blocked by snow until early or

the highest, near-vertical rock faces on Earth. Watching the

mid-June. Tenaya Lake, which occurs in a remote and

climbers, some of which sleep overnight from slings (due to

notably scenic part of the park, is located on the Tioga

the verticality and absence of ledges) with binoculars from

Road, a traverse of the mountainous terrane between

the base of the dome is a popular pastime. The face of

the Tuolumne and Yosemite Canyons. This region is

Half Dome soars 1,443 m above the base of the canyon.

dominated by domes and rock pavements with minimal

Two other monoliths in this area of interest are Sentinel

vegetation. The contrast between the snow-clad peaks

Rock and Glacial Point. The view of the Yosemite Canyon
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The Yosemite Canyon
which contains the
Merced River is the
principal feature of
the national park. The
U-shape is typical of icecarved valleys although
the canyon initially
developed due to
Cenozoic uplift.

from the Wawona Tunnel near Glacial Point is widely

The Mesozoic granitic batholiths were intruded into

photographed. This view includes the domes mentioned

basement complexes comprised of Neoproterozoic and

above, as well as Cathedral Rocks and the Bridal Veil Falls.

Palaeozoic-age metasedimentary and metavolcanic

Yosemite Falls, which with an overall height of 740 m is

sequences (Bateman, 1992). Evidence, including a Late

reputed to be the second highest in the world. The two

Devonian through Permian-age island arc assemblage,

main falls, upper and lower, are, however, divided by an

suggests the western margin of the North American

intermediate section of cascades. The hiking trail around

Plate changed from a stable margin to a subduction

the 1,248 m-high Mirror Lake, located on a tributary of

zone. The oldest rocks at Yosemite are Neoproterozoic-

the Merced River, includes alpine meadows and views of

age quartzites and schists located on the margins of the

some of the high peaks.

granitic batholiths.
Tenaya Lake, located
between the Tuolumne
and Yosemite Canyons is
accessed from the Tioga
Road. The alpine lake is
situated at an elevation of
2,484 m and is a scenic
locality away from the
main tourist centres.
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El Capitan, the highest
of the granitic domes
includes a near-vertical
face of 1,095 m. Just
visible are sections of
younger granitic
intrusives and granite
pegmatite dykes and
veins.

The granitic intrusions are part of the giant Sierra Nevada
Batholith. Three groups are indentified: Late Triassic and
Jurassic (210-150 Ma), Early-Mid Cretaceous (120-100
Ma), and Late Cretaceous (95-80 Ma). The distribution
of these three age groups shows major hiatuses occurred.
Older batholiths were intruded by younger granitic
activity, giving rise to a complex range of crosscutting
relationships and xenoliths. A prominent component of
the Western Intrusive Suite, a major component of the
younger activity is the El Capitan granite. The batholiths
are comprised of granite, granodiorite, quartz diorite,
and monzonite. Compositional differences have had
a pronounced influence on erosion and formation of
features such as domes, monoliths and pinnacles. Late
Cenozoic-age volcanics have been recognized within the
northern and eastern parts of Yosemite. The youngest
activity has been dated at 3.5 Ma.
The granitic monoliths and pinnacles have in part been
shaped by pre-existing structures. Some of the most
prominent monoliths, including El Capitan consist of
massive granitic rocks with few fractures or joints. Other
monoliths, however, are severely jointed and have eroded
to create castellated features. The occurrence of several

Many of the granitic bodies in the Sierra Nevada Batholith

types of joints associated with pressure relief due to uplift

were exposed to extensive exfoliation weathering during

and erosion of the Sierra Nevada Batholith was discussed

the Cenozoic i.e. prior to onset of the Pleistocene glacial

by Palmer (2004). Granitic bodies with closely spaced joint

activity. This is a characteristic feature of massive rocks

sets erode to form columns, pinnacles, and spires e.g.,

with little or no foliation and is well known to southern

Watkins Pinnacle, Split Pinnacle, and Cathedral Spires.

African geologists from, for example, the granitic domes

Right:The view from
Glacial Point of the
pastures associated
with nutrient-rich
moraine deposits
in the floor of the
Yosemite Canyon.
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of the Matopos, Zimbabwe and the Nelspruit Granitic

is parallel to a set of prominent regional joints. Erosion

Suite, Mpumalanga. Exfoliation of concentric shells of

is ascribed to proximity to the Merced River. Half Dome

rock can be observed at Yosemite at Sentinel Dome and

was modified by the Tenaya Glacier which is estimated

Turtle Dome. The Royal Arches are also a consequence of

to have filled the canyon to within 150 m of the crest.

exfoliation of massive bodies of granite. Here the recessed

Glaciation smoothed the faces of the dome, as well as

arches are set back into a main arch, an unusual feature,

other monoliths in the vicinity, and swept the bulk of the

giving the illusion of a group of arches.

exfoliation debris away.

Half Dome is an unusual monolith associated with both

Four main ages of glaciation have been identified in

vertical jointing and exfoliation. It has been suggested

the Sierra Nevada. The age of the oldest (pre-Tahoe)

that the monolith was sliced in two by a glacier but this

glaciation is uncertain, but the three most recent stages

is probably incorrect: the “missing half” has never been

(Tahoe; Tenaya at approximately 70,000 BP; Tioga

identified. The orientation of the steep face of Half Dome

which began at 30,000 BP) were part of the Wisconsin

THE geotraveller

The near vertical face of
Half Dome includes dark
vertical lines associated
with water seepage.

Many of the granitic
domes proximal to the
Yosemite Canyon reveal
prominent joints. The
rock slabs have been
swept clean by glacial
activity.
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Glacial Stage (110,000-10,000 BP). This was the last

The ice finally receded from the Sierra Nevada at

major advance of ice during the Pleistocene glaciations

approximately 10,000 BP, i.e. during the early part of

of North America. The Wisconsin had a pronounced

the Holocene, later than in many parts of the northern

effect on the geography of almost the entire continent.

hemisphere due to the elevation. Several major glaciers

The peak of the Tioga glaciation, i.e. the Last Glacial

developed at Yosemite, of which the most prominent

Maximum occurred at approximately 20,000 BP, a

were the Yosemite and Tuolumne Glaciers. Some branch

near-global phenomenon. The ice at Yosemite may have

glaciers were sufficiently well-developed as to cover the

reached a thickness of 1,200 m.

surrounding mountains with only the highest peaks and
domes, the latter including El Capitan and
Half Dome, projecting as nunataks. Several
small slope glaciers remain in the park, of
which the two largest are the Lyell and
Maclure Glaciers.They are not relicts of
the Pleistocene, however, but are recent,
Holocene features associated with the Little
Ice Age.
The

advances

and

retreats

of

the

glaciations can in part be reconstructed
from mapping of glacial tills and moraines.
Some of these deposits attain considerable
thickness in the deep canyons of Yosemite
where they are associated with rich
pastures which contrast markedly with
the high rocky slopes. The post-glacial
history has resulted in formation of lakes
in hollowed-out sections of the canyons
and hanging valleys, such as Mirror Lake
and Lake Tioga. Landslips and rock debris,
including extensive talus slopes, are in part
related to seismic activity. Many of the
highest waterfalls are fed from hanging
valleys which drop into the main canyons.
Examples in the Yosemite Canyon include
Yosemite Falls, Rippon Falls (491 m),
and Bridal Veil Falls (189 m). Hanging
valleys in Yosemite probably started to
form in response to Cenozoic uplift, with
the main canyon glaciers accentuating
the geomorphology during the Late
Pleistocene. Nevada Falls (181 m) and
Vernal Falls (96 m) on the Merced River
have a different geomorphic history: they
are associated with giant glacial steps
The idyllic scenery of Mirror Lake is part of a hanging valley
perched hundreds of metres above the Yosemite Canyon.

formed by the glaciers which plucked out
jointed sections of the granitic basement.
Photographs except where referenced are
by the author.
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The upper section of the
Yosemite Falls, which
is associated with a
tributary of the Merced
River, plunges 436 m
over granitic cliffs into
the main Yosemite
Canyon.
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